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BUILDING THE CITY

PROLOGUE

WHEN we gaze back across the footprints of forgotten

generations and explore the dawn where history began,
we discover one outstanding landmark. In the dim

morning of the world it was religion which lay at the

basis of human society. On this sacred rock civilization

was founded. A primeval settlement had for its

centre the hearth-fire, which was the shrine and symbol
of the family god. Diodorus preserves a Greek saying

like an echo from the childhood of mankind that

the hearth-fire taught men to build houses. Here
was the earliest origin of a settled home. In similar

fashion a primitive town gathered about some holy

place, the sanctuary of the clan. Those legends which

describe the founding of Rome tell with what solemn

rites Romulus first reared an altar and kindled fire

thereon, and traced round it a consecrated precinct,

and then reared walls beyond to shut out aliens and

enemies.* At the focus of an ancient city stood the

dwelling of a divinity, which hallowed and protected
the humbler dwellings that clustered under its shadow.

Round their shrine the worshippers formed a sort of

rude civic Church, with rites and traditions of their

own, in which municipal customs and laws were

inseparably blended with religious rules and formulas.

*
Cf. Fustel de Coulanges :

" La Cite Antique"



BUILDING THE CITY

The Old Testament shows us how Church and State

in ancient Israel were two sides of one thing and had
no separate existence. And outside the chosen people
it seems that primitive government was part and parcel
of religion. The king could act also as pontiff, judges
and magistrates were priests as well, and the law was
a code of sacred ritual. In such a community patriot
ism was another name for piety, while exile meant
excommunication .

Gradually, in the course of ages, this primitive social

order decayed and waxed old and at last vanished

away. Venerable beliefs dissolved as men learned

to think and reason and sifted out truth from super
stition. Law and justice outgrew the rites and formulas

in which they had been cradled. Invasions and

conquests broke down those barriers which had kept
tribes and peoples apart. The ancient world of narrow

civic communities came together finally under the

sway of Imperial Rome. Then, in the fulness of time,

there was born a mighty new faith to conquer
and capture human souls. Men heard the strange,
wonderful Gospel that One God is the Father of every

city and every race alike the Almighty Ruler and
Lover and Redeemer of mankind. By virtue of that

revelation the old exclusive tribal morality expanded
into a universal brotherhood which embraced the

slave and the outcast, the citizen and the stranger.
Words like

"
foreigner

" and "
barbarian

"
lost their

bitter, scornful meaning.
" On the baptized earth

the Rhine and the Thames became as Jordan, and

every sullen desert-girdled settlement of savages as

sacred as Jerusalem." Men of all tribes and kin

dreds and tongues blended into one body, and became
united in the franchise and communion of the city

of God.
2



PROLOGUE
Students of Christian history have traced the fortunes

of this spiritual fellowship amid the storms and struggles
of its career. The Caesars passed away; but their

Imperial tradition survived. After centuries of conflict

and confusion Charles the Great was crowned as the

theocratic head of a Holy Roman Empire, and for

long generations men lived again under a domina
tion in which State and Church were intertwined.

Slowly the nations of modern Europe rose from infancy
into manhood, and in the end shook themselves free

from feudal and ecclesiastical bondage. To-day,

Christianity appears more and more divorced from

political rule and authority, and yet persisting as

an atmosphere of common thought and feeling and
belief which pervades our world.

Nevertheless history bears witness that the vital

breath of every nation is in its religion. Nothing else

has power to create states and to sustain them in

vigour, nothing else can quicken them with fresh

life even after they have sunk into decay. We still

find races in the Near East like the Greeks and

Copts and Armenians and Arabs among whom
nationality and religion are almost convertible terms.

And the sick and wounded nations of Europe now
need for their recovery above all else a revival of

religious faith. Nothing less than this can avail to

repair the moral ravages of war. What weaker power
can cast out the demons of mutual hatred and jealousy
and revenge ? What meaner motive can enlarge the

narrow nationalism which prevents us from thinking
in terms of humanity ? For real reparation and restora

tion there must be God's healing of men's hearts ;

and only as such healing is accomplished can the

full fellowship of nations begin. To bring it about, we
have no more effectual means than the New Testament
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BUILDING THE CITY

which is the Magna Charta of peace on earth and

good will among men.

Moreover, we are confronted at present with a

fresh peril, which threatens to wreck the very fabric

of society. It amounts to a rebellion among the

poor against the whole system which has produced
them. In every country we find multitudes in moral

revolt, fiercely repudiating those elemental beliefs

and sanctions on which civilized life has been built

up. They proclaim their hatred of every authority,
whether visible or invisible.

"
They hold that happiness

is a fixed thing, within easy reach of all, and that

civilization is the mass of frauds by which happiness
is appropriated to the few." And they strive, therefore,

not to reform the social order, but to destroy it by
speedy and violent means.
Now there are some who will excuse or even justify

this temper among the disinherited. Others are ready
to incur the incalculable risks of anarchy, because

they can see no other road to a regenerate state.

Others, again, rely upon force to defeat violence and
trust in machine guns as the safeguard against revolu

tion. Yet if we are serious Christians, we must needs

search out the causes which breed these bitter anarchists.

They are passionately eager for a material paradise.
And we can cure and convert them only by setting
a far nobler and more commanding ideal before their

eyes. We must bear witness to the spiritual city

which has descended out of heaven, and even now is

slowly taking shape and substance in the midst of the

chaos of nations. It is true, indeed, that we cannot

identify the city of God with any earthly city or

kingdom or republic, or indeed with any single insti

tution actually existing. For it transcends administra

tive machinery of every kind, whether ecclesiastical or
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PROLOGUE

political. Assuredly it dwells in the midst of that

Great Church which is the blessed company of all

faithful people. Nay, it appears on earth wherever

men deny themselves and forget themselves for the

sake of goodness, or beauty, or truth. For it is like

Thebes in the ancient legend, the city whose walls were

built to music,
" and therefore never built at all, and

therefore built for ever."

By its very nature the city of God is spiritual. But
Christians understand that the problems of society are,

in the last resort, problems of character, and in that

sense spiritual problems. For character is a spiritual pro
duct. Nothing is spiritual except that which "

spirit
"

is and does, and spirit is that and that alone which
thinks and feels and wills.* Therefore secularity and
materialism and animalism are the deadly foes of

the spiritual city ; and they fight against its builders

to-day, as Sanballat and his companions resisted

Nehemiah of old. It is the city of love and fellow

ship, whose enemies are the embattled hosts of human
selfishness. Yet this city stands secure upon the

Rock of Ages, and the gates of hell shall not prevail

against it. For it is founded upon God's eternal

Fatherhood and men's essential brotherhood, Jesus

Christ Himself being the chief corner-stone.

* 5JS * # #

The Bible Society is a partnership of Christian people,
who belong to many different Communions but join
hands for one simple object to provide every man
who can read with God's message to him in his mother-

tongue. Under modern conditions, while all business

grows complicated, the enterprise of the Christian

*
Cf.

" The Working Faith of a Social Reformer," by the late

Professor Sir Henry Jones.
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BUILDING THE CITY

Church grows complicated also. It is found necessary
that certain individuals or organizations shall devote

themselves to particular branches of service, in which

they naturally become expert. The Church's world

wide mission has gained immensely both in efficiency

and in economy by this specialization of function.

Since the beginning of the last century a great institution

has grown up, which exists solely to make the Scriptures
available for men everywhere in the languages in which

they were born. It is the high privilege of the British

and Foreign Bible Society to act as our Lord's steward

in this vital service. Leaving all questions of inter

pretation to authorized teachers, the Society confines

itself to circulating the text of Holy Writ without note

or comment. It has sent out more copies of the

Scriptures than all other kindred organizations put

together. The following pages offer a brief outline

of its enterprise during the past year.



BRICKS FROM BABYLON

BRICKS FROM BABYLON
"
Oh, but the heavenly grammar did 1 hold

Of that high speech which angels' tongues turn gold!
Or if that language yet with us abode

Which Adam in the garden talked with God!
But our untempered speech descends poor heirs!

Grimy and rough-cast still from BabeVs bricklayers"
FRANCIS THOMPSON

OF all the buildings that men's hands ever piled on

earth, the tower of Babel has cast the longest and the

blackest shadow. Few of us understand how much
the curse of Babel involves, how sorely the fellowship
of races is still hindered by the confusion of tongues.
Out of every 1,000 men who read the Bible, 999 must

perforce read it in a translated form. Now translation

is pre-eminently a task for scholars working in concert.

The Bible Society, by its experience and its resources,

is able to bring together from many different Churches

the best qualified missionaries and linguists for trans

lating or revising in any particular language. All over

the world such work is organized under the Society's

auspices, and carried on often at its expense. When a

translation has been completed, the Bible Society prints
and publishes it, without cost either to the translators or

to the missions which receive and circulate the books.

The Society has never refused to publish any properly
authenticated version of the Word of God in a new

language. It is issuing the Gospel in some fresh tongue,
on an average, about once every five or six weeks.
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BUILDING THE CITV
Translators of Scripture are drawn from all ranks and classes

of men. For example, one Burmese version of the New Testament
was the work of a Burmese Christian in the employ of the Indian

Government. St. Mark's Gospel in Masai for a tribe in Kenya
Colony was translated by a British Government official. The
Ora Gospels for Benin were translated by an Ora-born African,

who was carried away as a slave into Yorubaland. There he
learned to read the Yoruba Bible, and in the end regained his

freedom and became a Christian. Returning to Benin, he reduced

his mother-tongue to writing, and translated into it the four

Gospels.

The practical difficulties of translating the Scriptures

may be brought out by an illustration. An English

clergyman once spent a winter holiday in South Italy,

where he fancied that people understood him without

much difficulty, although he had learned his Italian

in England. But one day while he was being enter

tained in the city of Naples, a hospitable Italian

lady, in her kindly desire to put the Englishman
at his ease, asked him very politely if he would be

good enough to explain to her the game of cricket ; she

had heard so much about it, and she was quite sure

that it must be extremely interesting. Well, cricket

is not always easy to explain in English, especially
to a lady who knows nothing about its rules. But
to explain it in Italian ! The clergyman will never

forget the horror of that attempt. What is the Italian

for batsman, and fielder, and point, and slip, and long-

stop ? How does the Italian language distinguish
between bowling and throwing ? What is the Italian

for a
"
yorker," and a wide, and a no-ball ? He

struggled on valiantly, getting more and more hopelessly

mixed, until his hostess remarked that cricket seemed
to be a peculiar and complicated game, very difficult

for foreigners to comprehend.
Now, that Italian lady was an educated and intelli-
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BRICKS FROM BABYLON

gent woman ; and the task of making her understand

cricket was, after all, comparatively easy compared
with the problem which meets a Christian missionary
when he lands in some barbarous country and tries

to explain the Gospel in the tongue of a savage tribe.

First of all, he must master the jargon of their common
talk ; then, he must reduce their language to a written

form, and frame for the first time an alphabet, a vocabu

lary, and a grammar ; and then, when he has done all

that, his worst difficulties are only beginning. How
can you find names to describe what people have

never seen ? How are you going to translate fig-tree

for an Eskimo, or snow for a negro on the Gold Coast ?

What words can you find to picture the larger quad
rupeds to people in those islands of Polynesia where

the biggest animals are pigs and dogs ? How are

you going to render
"

flute, harp, sackbut, psaltery,
and dulcimer," for the Samoyedes of Siberia, whose

only music is the sorcerer's drum ?

And then the moral and spiritual difficulties are

greater still. There are savages whose only name for

God means an ugly fetish or a malignant demon. How
hard it must be to find words which they can comprehend
to express the great Christian truths that God is a

Spirit and God is Love ! A missionary has not only to

convert and baptize heathen people : he must convert

their language and baptize their vocabulary, before it

is fit to speak the message of the Gospel and convey
the mind of Christ.

Here is a recent picture of what this task actually involves.

The evangelization of Manus Island (one of the Admiralty

Group) was begun by German missionaries connected with the

Liebenzeller Mission. When the Rev. Herman Kraft landed in

July, 1914, he found cannibalism and tribal warfare rampant.
The language proved for some time to be intractable, as he
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BUILDING THE CITY
discovered that it was defective in the expression of abstract

ideas. He persevered, however, and after five years' residence

began to make a version of St. Mark's Gospel, which the Bible

Society has just printed.
Mr. Kraft has described his laborious efforts to discover terms

suitable for translating the Gospel. The difficulties were great.
The islanders have no word for greeting or for gratitude. Biblical

allusions to sheep convey little meaning in a place where the

only sheep are so wild and savage that often they chase little

boys up the nearest palm-tree. Such terms as wheat, field,

garden, and the like have hardly any analogues in the agricultural

economy of Maims Island. On the other hand, the language

possesses unsuspected refinements. For instance, the word for
"
to-day

" can be translated in two ways, according as it means
the portion of the day previous to the moment of speaking, or

the future remainder of the day. Mr. Kraft writes :

" For a long time we were looking for a word for obedience a

virtue that the natives never practise. One day as I went
home from the village my dog stayed behind. I whistled,
when he came running after me at top speed. An old man by
the roadside said with admiration :

' Mui adem, delegan ge
'

;

literally,
'

Dog yours ear his only,' i.e.
* Your dog is all ear

(obedient).' I got hold of that word at once, used it in con

versation, and found I had a beautiful word for obedience.
" Another day, when the villagers were preparing one of their

feasts, I questioned what it might be for, and had for answer :

'

Yes, we had two women here quarrelling for some months,

they did not speak together at all ; now they want to be friends

again, and they make this feast for an atonement.' I got hold of

this word also, tried it, and had to thank God for giving us

one most necessary term."

Metaphor, as is only natural, also proved a stumbling-block
The phrase

" a fisher of men " was hard to explain to the islanders,

because, when a fisher gets away from fish, he cannot, in their

eyes, be any longer a fisher. At last Mr. Kraft's cook remarked

with a broad grin :
" Fisher of men ? Oh, for eating them

afterwards I
"

Ultimately, the missionary received from the islanders

this testimony :
"
Master, we know you and love you ; for

we see our language in your mouth." Mr. Kraft declares

that " those old cannibals are so kindhearted, simple and
childlike."

10



BRICKS FROM BABYLON
Among some Bantu tribes in South Africa there are no words

for different hours of the day. They say
" when the cows are

brought in to be milked in the morning," or " when the black

crickets are singing in the grass," or " when the hares first

venture to peep out at dusk." On the other hand, a recent

book on the Bantu peoples tells us that one phrase the Baluba
tribesmen use for God means " He of many suns, the Ancient of

Days, the bearer of burdens "
; while another name they give

to God is Wamaneme, which means " the sorrowful or suffering
One." However degraded such a tribe may be, it will not be

impossible for its children to behold the light ofthe knowledge of

the glory of that suffering One in the face of Jesus Christ.

A Dozen New Versions.

Never before in the Bible Society's history could it

announce that in the space of twelve months TWELVE
NEW LANGUAGES had been added to the list of versions

in which it has sent out the Scriptures.

These new translations are due to missionaries of

many races, who represent many branches of the

Great Church of Christ. Our partners in such service

last year have included Englishmen, Frenchmen,
Africans, Asiatics, Americans, Canadians and Germans.

They belong to the following missionary agencies

(naming them in the order in which they occur in

our language list) : the United Methodist Mission, the

Paris Societe des Missions fivangeliques, the Church

Missionary Society, the Sudan Interior Mission, the

Africa Inland Mission, the American Methodist Episcopal
Mission, the Congo Evangelistic Society, the Plymouth
Brethren, the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel,
the American Presbyterian Church, the Southern

Baptist Convention, U.S.A., the China Inland Mission,

the Anglican Church in Canada, the Liebenzeller Mission,

and the Melanesian Mission.

(i) St. Mark's Gospel has been printed in Mem, the speech of

a Bantu tribe which includes 150,000 souls, dwelling on the north

and north-east of Mount Kenya.
11



BUILDING THE CITY

(ii) The Makololo, a race numbering 300,000 in Barotselantl,
are familiar to readers of Livingstone's travels. The French
Protestant missionaries on the Zambesi who are evangelizing
these tribesmen have now translated St. Matthew into Kololo,
and the version has been printed by our Society.

(iii) Along the West Coast of Africa " Kroo boys," whose

proper home is in Liberia, serve as sailors on most trading
vessels. After several unsuccessful attempts, the Society has
at last been able to publish St. Luke in Kroo, translated into

his native language by the Rev. J. R. Sabo, C.M.S. pastor at

Freetown. This version is in the dialect of Kroo current about
Sierra Leone.

(iv) In Northern Nigeria, Jaba is spoken by 25,000 people on
the west of the polyglot Bauchi Plateau. In this language St.

Mark is now printed, translated by Mr. W. Watson, of the Sudan
Interior Mission.

(v) On the north-east frontier of Belgian Congo and in the

West Nile District of Uganda live the Lugbara people, who
number about 250,000 and are being evangelized by the Africa

Inland Mission. The Rev. C. H. Mount, an American A.I.M.

missionary, with the aid of an African colleague, has trans

lated St. Mark into Lugbara, and the version has just been

published.

(vi) The Baluba tribe is said to be the largest in Belgian

Congo, and employs several dialects. Translators representing
three different missions, with five African assistants, have now

completed a version of the four Gospels and Acts in Luba Katanga,
the form of Luba spoken in the Katanga area. The opening
of the largest copper mines in the world, the building of the

Southern Congo capital at Elizabethville, and the extension to

the Congo river of the Cape-to-Cairo Railway have opened up
Lubaland in a remarkable way ; while the evangelization of the

people has been aided by the return of crowds of freed slaves,

emancipated from Portuguese territory, where many of them
had learnt to read and write. The tribesmen were overjoyed to

receive the printed Gospels.
" When the first parcel arrived,

and one of the elder Christian men saw the books, he clasped a

copy to his breast and walked up and down saying,
'
It's mine,

it's mine God's Book in my own tongue 1
' "

(vii) In Upper Burma and Assam the Chin people speak many
dialects, in two of which the Society had previously issued a Gospel.

St. Mark has now been published in the Southern dialect of Chin,

12



BRICKS FROM BABYLON
translated by the Rev G. Whitehead, of the S.P.G., a scholar to

whom the B.F.B.S. already owes versions of St. Mark and St.

Luke in the Car dialect of Nicobarese. .

(viii) Chinese in Eastern Shantung use a distinct dialect of

Northern Mandarin, known as Kiaotung. It has now been
established that the version of St. Matthew published by the

B.F.B.S. in 1920 is in this dialect, and Chinese : Kiaotung must
have a separate entry on our list. The edition was prepared
at the request of the American Presbyterian and American

Baptist Missions, and is printed in a form of phonetic script.

(ix) For aborigines in the south-west of China, on the border

between Yunnan and Burma, St. Mark's Gospel has been issued

in Western Lisu. This translation was made by the Rev. J. O.

Fraser, of the C.I.M., and is printed in a special kind of roman
character.

(x) For Canada the B.F.B.S. had already published editions

in three different Cree dialects. Now St. John's Gospel has

appeared in Coastal Cree, translated by the Rev. W. G. Walton,
a missionary of the Anglican Church in Canada, aided by his

wife. This dialect is current in New Quebec, and among Indians

on the east side of James' Bay and their Eskimo neighbours.

Though only about 1,500 people speak Coastal Cree, it is in keeping
with our Society's traditions to provide them with a Gospel.

(xi) Manus Island in the South Pacific is the largest of the

Admiralty Group. St. Mark's Gospel, translated by the Rev.
Herman Kraft, of the Liebenzeller Mission, has been printed in

the language of Manus Island, for the use of the Australasian

Methodist Mission, which has taken over the work begun by
German missionaries there.

(xii) For one of the Solomon Islands the four Gospels and
Acts have been published in the Arosi dialect, spoken in the

western part of San Cristoval. This version is due to the Rev.
C. E. Fox, of the Melanesian Mission, who has spent twenty
years on the island.

Revisions

Every classic version of the Bible embodies the

results of many earlier attempts . The English Authorized

Version, which appeared in 1611, gathered up the

labours of successive scholars from the days of

Tindale and Coverdale nearly a century before. In
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our own time a further revision of the English Bible

has been published, and the idea of yet another is

discussed. This need for revision becomes still more
obvious and urgent in the case of versions which were

translated, to begin with, by foreign missionaries, and
were made in tongues not as yet trained to become the

vehicles of Christian truth.

Hence it comes to pass that in scores of different

languages the Bible Society to-day is quietly promoting
the work of making more faithful and more idiomatic

versions of the Word of God. To this end it organizes
in different countries revision boards, comprising repre
sentative missionary linguists of many Communions

together with native scholars gifted in their mother-

speech. The Society grudges no pains and no outlay
in order to secure that God's Book shall speak as

clearly and simply and sweetly as possible to every man
in his own tongue.
The work of revising and completing versions already

in existence goes forward continually. In several

important languages such as Urdu, Kanarese, Burmese,
and Ronga expert linguists and missionary scholars

have been specially appointed to carry out this great
task at our Society's expense. The revision of

Diodati's Italian Bible was completed last year. The
revised Bulgarian Bible is passing through the press.

By the kindness of the American Baptist Foreign
Mission in Burma, an adapted edition of the Sgau
Karen Bible has been issued in handy size.

In several regions the work of unifying versions in

kindred dialects is proceeding with success. For

example, in Africa the Society has just been able to

publish the New Testament in a Union Mambwe-Lungu
translation, prepared by L.M.S. missionaries for tribes

south of Lake Tanganyika.
14



BRICKS FROM BABYLON
The A.B.C.'s of the World,

Men not only speak many tongues, but write in

many alphabets. For printing the Scriptures, the Bible

Society employs more than sixty different forms of

character. These forms include the ideograms of

China, the ancient alphabets of Syria and Hindustan,
the Gothic and Slavonic letters of mid-Europe, syllabic

scripts for the Red Indians and the Eskimo, besides

our familiar roman type.
Some Bibles are read as English is read, from left

to right ; others, like Hebrew and Arabic, from right to

left. Others, again, are read downward in columns

some beginning at the right-hand top corner of the

page, like Japanese, and others beginning at the left-

hand top corner, like Mongolian.
For certain countries it is necessary to print the

same version of Scripture in more than one character.

Thus in Turkey many Greeks and Armenians, who

habitually speak Turkish, read not the Arabic but

the Armenian or the Greek alphabet. The Turkish

Bible is, therefore, printed in three separate forms in

Arabic, in Armenian, and in Greek characters. Simi

larly for Jews who speak Arabic but read Hebrew,
the Arabic version must be printed in Hebrew
characters ; just as parts of the Persian Bible are pub
lished in Hebrew characters for Jews in Persia.

The Bolshevists have abolished four of the thirty-six
letters of the Russian alphabet, and made correspond

ing changes in the official orthography. At the request
of distinguished Russian ecclesiastics, the B.F.B.S. issued

last year an experimental Russian edition of St. John's

Gospel in this new orthography.
In China a new and greatly simplified form of writing

has obtained official sanction, and is being adopted
by many Christian missionaries. The time-honoured

15
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Chinese system, which requires a separate character

for each different word, is far too complicated for ordinary
unlettered people to master. To read the Chinese New
Testament thus printed means that you must remember
some thousands of distinct characters. The new script,

however, is based on the phonetic method of spelling,

and claims to represent accurately all Chinese words

by means of a limited number of different symbols.
The Bible Society has already issued the Mandarin
New Testament in two kindred forms of this

"
phonetic

script." If half the benefits anticipated from it are

realized, the simplified
"
phonetic script

"
will mark

an epoch in Chinese history, especially in enabling
the illiterate to read the Word of God.

Diglots.

The Bible Society has also printed and circulated

numbers of
"
diglot

"
editions that is, editions which

present two versions in different languages, printed

generally in parallel columns or on opposite pages.

Altogether ninety-seven such "
diglots

" have been

published, together with one
"
triglot

"
showing three

languages, and two "
tetraglots

"
showing four lan

guages. The immigrants who pour into Canada by
hundreds of thousands every year include folk who

speak scores of different tongues. To each of these

immigrants when he lands, the Society endeavours to

offer a bilingual Gospel in English and in his own
native speech.

Early in 1920 a letter was received from the Greek Arch

bishop of Smyrna, earnestly begging for a diglot edition of the

New Testament giving the ancient Greek text side by side with
the modern Greek version of Bambas, and wishing the Society
"

still greater success in the prosecution of its glorious work."
A cordial reply was cabled to Smyrna, promising that the Society
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BRICKS FROM BABYLON
would at once prepare a fresh edition of this diglot New Testa

ment. The expense involved was nearly 1,000. In a letter

of gratitude the Archbishop wrote :

" The edition which your progress-loving Society has been

pleased to undertake will inaugurate a new era for all the Greeks,
for whose religious needs the preaching in church cannot suffice.

The Holy Bible, especially the New Testament, translated

properly and intelligibly, can be the pocket-treasure of the

unlearned and of the day labourer, can enter all the strata of

society, a simple and unostentatious thing indeed, yet powerful,
like some leaven that leavens the whole lump. May God be

with you and your work."
The new edition of this diglot Testament was published last

year, and a copy at once despatched to the Archbishop, who
sent the following reply :

"
SMYRNA, July 18, 1921.

" It was with great joy and satisfaction I received your kind

gift of a beautiful copy of the bi-lingual edition of the Greek
New Testament, which it was my earnest wish to see one day
achieved. I most cordially congratulate your honoured Society
for surmounting all difficulties which such an edition naturally

presented, and for getting out 'such an exquisitely beautiful

volume. Your grand Society has been in God's hands the

benefactor of the human race in preparing and giving to all

peoples in all tongues the immortal Word of God. May His

blessing rest abundantly upon your labours."

Writing in 1920 from the Administrator's Office at Windhoek,
South-West Africa, Mr. J. G. Lewis, who is the organizing-

inspector of education, described how many of the natives in

this new Protectorate were anxious to learn English. At his

suggestion our Society published and sent out a diglot edition

of St. Mark's Gospel, giving the English and the Nama versions

side by side. In December, 1921, copies reached Mr. Lewis, who
wrote :

" The diglot has created the greatest interest quite

pathetic among the people. I can sell out the edition in my
office at Qd. a copy."

Printing.

The Society does not own any printing presses. In

England, besides the King's Printers and the Oxford
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and Cambridge Presses, its work is done by private
firms of high repute. We cannot state too emphatically
that the Society's editions are produced under con

ditions of labour which will bear the strictest investiga
tion. The heavy loss entailed by publishing its popular

English Bibles and Testaments at such low prices is

borne by the Society's funds. Nearly all the binding
work for the Society in England has for many years
been executed by Messrs. Watkins, Camberwell, whose

bindery complies with all the conditions imposed by
Trades Union rules.

Produced Abroad.

Moreover, of the eight or nine million of volumes

issued each year by the Society, only about one-third

are produced in England. Now, as before the war,

large editions are being printed for Central Europe in

the countries, as far as possible, for which the books

are needed. Indian editions, as a rule, are printed in

India. The Society circulates each year in China more
than 3,000,000 books, which are printed in China or

Japan. It is generally found more economical as well

as more convenient to produce an edition in, or near,

the country where it will be read.

Paper.

In printing and binding versions of Scripture, heed

must be paid to the taste of their readers. Thus for

China books have to be printed in a style and on paper
with which the Chinese are familiar. Special paper

again must be employed for printing the Scriptures in

Moon or Braille type for the blind. The Society has

already helped to issue the Bible, or some part of it,

in these embossed characters for the sightless in thirty-

eight different forms of speech.
18



BRICKS FROM BABYLON
Since its foundation in 1804 the Bible Society has

printed, published, or circulated at least some com

plete book of Scripture in 550 different languages and
dialects. Quite 300 of these were first reduced to

written form for the purpose of Bible translation.

This striking philological feat becomes still more remark

able as a proof of how the Gospel is conquering the

confusions of human language. Assuredly the power
of Pentecost has not died out. The message of God's

everlasting mercy is able to subdue to its service all

forms of speech and to reach every man in his own

tongue.

al Kara rov Koafiov SiaAe/croi avofioiai, dAA'
17 8w>a/u?

TTJS TrapaSoaecos /wa, KOI 77 avrij.
IREN^EUS : Contra Haeres. I.X.2

THE DIALECTS IN THE WORLD ARE UNLIKE ONE

ANOTHER, BUT THE POWER OF THE TRADITION IS ONE
AND THE SAME.
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WIDE AS THE WORLD
" The ancient world of vast distances and Chinese walls

and parochial conceptions has passed away, and in Us place
ice have a world city, a sort of Venice, in which nations live

side by side and steer their gondolas day and night up and
down its ocean avenues'"

No practical result of modern science appears more
remarkable than the unification of mankind. Coun
tries and races which had been severed since time

began are now brought into contact and rivalry.

Hostile nations realize that, in spite of their age-long

feuds, they are economically members one of another :

they cannot afford to live apart. Commerce is con

tracting the world into a single exchange and market,
while wireless is transforming it into one great whispering

gallery. In days like these we dare not dream of

any spiritual city whose ground-plan could be narrower

than the limits of mankind.

Thus, it is not enough to secure accurate and idiomatic

translations of the Scriptures in hundreds of languages,
and to print manifold editions in all the varied styles

and characters which different races and tribes require.
The mission of the Bible Society remains unfulfilled

until God's Book has been made accessible to His

children dispersed far and wide throughout the world.

With this object, the Society has established its own

depots and agents in nearly a hundred of the chief
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cities of the earth. These Bible Houses are found in

all quarters of the globe at Berlin and Basra and
Buenos Ayres, at Madras and Melbourne and Madrid, at

Rome and Rio de Janeiro and Toronto and Jerusalem

and Johannesburg, at Port Said and Sydney and Seoul

and Singapore.
Last year new Bible Houses were completed at

Shanghai and at Wellington, while the funds for a

Bible House have just been subscribed by our friends

at Ottawa.

To provide men everywhere with versions of the

Scriptures which they can read, these widely-scattered

depots are indispensable. And this need grows more

imperious in view of the silent migrations and minglings
of population which affect regions strangely remote.

Last year a wanderer from Central Asia came into

our depot at Constantinople and procured a New
Testament in Tibetan. In Argentina, the manager of

an electric power-station a Frenchman who had

fought in the war bought a French Bible, while his

German assistant bought a German Testament. A
man from Malta entered the depot at Sydney and

bought a Maltese Gospel. Syrian traders purchased
Arabic Testaments in Paraguay. Our depot at

Jerusalem sent out 12,500 volumes in 41 different

tongues.
Few persons feel properly at home in the present map

of Europe, as it was re-drawn at Versailles after the

war. A chain of independent states with unfamiliar

boundaries Finland, Esthonia, Latvia, Poland, Czecho

slovakia, Yugo-Slavia, Albania now stretches from
the Baltic down to the Mediterranean. The Bible

Society has its depots at Helsingfors and Dorpat and
Reval and Riga, at Warsaw and Prague and Belgrade
and Korytza. These new-born republics, no less than
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their older neighbours, have hardly any other source

for their supply of vernacular editions of the Scriptures
in a cheap popular form. Most of them are still

suffering acutely from the effects of social and economic

upheaval. For them all the Bible Society is doing its

utmost to carry out the counsel which George Borrow

gave nearly a century ago in regard to Spain :

"Truly there will be no end to the troubles of

this afflicted country until the Gospel have free

circulation there."

A Chinese Price List,

Pass now from Central Europe to the Far East.

To illustrate how much the Society's propaganda
involves, and how thoroughly it is carried out, we

may instance the latest price list published by our

Bible House in Shanghai :

This price list shows that for the races included in the Chinese

Republic or served by the Shanghai Bible House, Bibles,

Testaments, or separate books of Scripture have been pro
vided in no fewer than 436 distinct forms. Complete Bibles

are enumerated in ten languages or vernaculars . and these

Bibles are on sale in five sizes of type and in five kinds of binding.
The number of New Testaments on the list is actually 137, cover

ing nineteen varieties of language, twelve sizes or styles of type,
and six kinds of binding. Four of these Testaments are digiots ;

two are printed in the new phonetic script ; and three are in

Braille type for the blind. Of separate books of the Old and
New Testaments there are over 200 entries.

Not only by many versions are the Scriptures made accessible

to the Chinese ; the price list shows that some Bible or Testament
or portion in each of these many tongues is sold at a price within

the reach of the poorest. A Gospel can be purchased everywhere
for one-sixth of a penny, though it costs the Society three times

as much to produce. A New Testament costing Gd. is sold for

2d. It is the Society's practice at its depots throughout the

Chinese Republic to sell the same book everywhere at the
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same price. To the poor in Manchuria, or in Canton, or in

Yunnan, this is a great boon.

It may be asked :
" Are the Scriptures needed in such a great

variety of types and sizes and bindings ?
" A fairly long experi

ence has taught us that the Chinese still want these diversified

editions, so they are still provided. Why Chinese like one book
or one colour or style of binding more than another is often

a mystery yet so it is ; and after all, the readers are the people
whose preferences it should be our pleasure to meet. Something
has certainly been done to popularize the Bible in China ; and
in that land of books no book to-day is more widely known,
more easily procured, or sold at a cheaper price.

Early in March, 1922, our secretary at Shanghai

reported that certain Chinese Bolshevists had got
into their hands a considerable number of the Society's

cheap little Chinese Gospels ; they had printed leaflets

containing their own propaganda, in the same size

and similar type ; and they had inserted these

between the covers of the Gospels. Such tactics

form, at any rate, an indirect tribute to the Bible

Society as a medium for propaganda in China where it

now circulates over three million copies of the Scriptures

every year.

At Port Said.

This world-famed port is often called
"
the gateway

to the East," or
"
the meeting-place of East and West."

It has been said that to reside in Port Said for a period
of five years would be to meet everybody on earth

worth knowing. Certain it is that no other place offers

a finer opportunity for feeling the pulse of the world.

This strategical centre forms the headquarters of an

agency which includes Egypt, the Anglo-Egyptian
Sudan, Abyssinia, Arabia, Palestine, Syria and Cyprus.
Last year from Port Said alone the Society sent out

over 100,000 books in 67 different tongues.
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A Society which has no frontier, whose servants are

busy in all the corners of the planet, cannot but be sensi

tive to social and political perturbations. The London
Bible House, which forms its headquarters, is like

one of those instruments which register distant earth

quakes. Upheavals and conflicts and calamities in

countries like Egypt and India and China, together
with the barred doors of Soviet Russia, all affect the

figures of our circulation. The Society's issues for the

year 1921-22 have amounted to 8,589,652 copies of

the Scriptures 66,000 fewer than in the previous

year.

But to interpret these figures aright, we must take account

of the fact that so many nations to-day are not only distracted,

but half-ruined as well. Money has lost its old value, and the

nominal prices charged for the Society's editions have perforce
been raised. Talcing all things into account, we may well thank
God for our issues this last year ; the total has only twice before

been exceeded except during the abnormal period of the war.

Serving the Servants of God.

A council representing the Missions of Reformed
Christendom met in October, 1921, at Lake Mohonk,
New York, when Dr. Arthur J.- Brown, of the American

Presbyterian Church, gave the following impressive
statistics of Protestant missionary progress. In the

whole foreign field to-day there are 24,000 missionaries ;

130,000 native ministers, evangelists, and teachers ;

over 3,000,000 communicants ; besides hospitals
and dispensaries which treat 5,000,000 patients

every year. The annual sum contributed to main
tain this vast enterprise amounts to 9,250,000

sterling, apart from contributions received in the

mission field.

Such figures illustrate the constituency of the Bible
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Society. It provides the missions of almost every
Reformed Church with the printed editions of the

Scriptures which they need, and it does this practically

without cost to the missions themselves. In every non-

Christian land missionaries are its most enthusiastic

helpers, its ablest translators, its most grateful friends.

No institution better deserves the title Servant of the

servants of God.

We have already recorded that last year the Society

published some book, or books, of the New Testament

for the first time in a dozen fresh languages and dialects.

And yet this achievement, striking though it be,

renders less important service to the mission-field than

the Society's endless new editions of versions of Scrip
ture which have been previously in circulation, some of

them for centuries.

Moreover, the first edition of the Scriptures in any
new language is nearly always a portion, generally a

small portion, of the Word of God. One vital part
of the Society's work requires that we go on year by
year gradually completing these fragmentary transla

tions, until what began as a single Gospel becomes the

New Testament, and then grows at last into a complete
Bible.

In ways like these the Bible Society goes on faithfully

and patiently serving the servants of God. It is colour

blind to ecclesiastical and theological differences. The
extent of its vast and variegated work may be realized

by the subjoined particulars from Madras.

In South India the following missionary organizations
are drawing supplies of the vernacular Scriptures from
our Bible House at Madras :

The Church Missionary Society, the Church of England Zenana

Mission, the Dornakal Diocesan Mission, the Society for the Propa
gation of the Gospel, the London Missionary Society, the Church
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of Scotland Mission, the United Free Church of Scotland Mission,
the Wesleyan Methodist Mission, the American Methodist

Episcopal Mission, the Kanarese Evangelical Mission (Swiss), the

Church of Sweden Mission, the Ohio Lutheran Mission, the Danish

Mission, the Ceylon and India General Mission, the Salvation

Army, the Mennonite Brethren, the National Missionary Society
of India, the Highways and Hedges Mission, the Malabar Mission

(late Basel Mission), the Millennial Dawn Mission, the American
Advent Mission, the American Arcot Mission (Presbyterian), the

American Baptist Mission, the American Madura Mission

(Congregationalist), the American Evangelical Lutheran Mission,

the Missouri Lutheran Mission, the American Churches of God
Mission, the Seventh Day Adventist Mission, the Baptist

Missionary Society, the Canadian Baptist Mission. Christian

Missions in Many Lands (Brethren), the Godavari Delta Mission

(Brethren), the Australian Presbyterian Mission, and the English
Strict Baptist Mission.

Missionaries belonging to many Communions, who
come face to face with the problem of building the

spiritual city in the waste places of the earth, send

the warmest and strongest testimonies to the indispens
able help which they are receiving from our Society.
From Burma the Rev. N. A. Price writes :

"
Every

missionary appreciates very heartily the truly wonderful

service rendered by the B.F.B.S. Your resources have

been our assets. What a contrast between actual

experience and what would have been the case had

there been no Bible Society ready to supply us with

all the Scriptures we could use ! That they have been

supplied always at a loss only heightens our sense of

gratitude."
Dr. S. M. Zwemer, of Cairo who is editor of The

Moslem World, and speaks with the authority of

unusual experience wrote on the last day of 1921 :

"
It is my conviction that no society has been so greatly

used of God in the Moslem world, both extensively
and intensively during the past quarter of a century,
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as has the British and Foreign Bible Society. The

changed attitude toward the Scriptures and the Christian

message has been largely due to the output and the

outreach of your Society."

In India.

An experienced Indian missionary writes :

" We have been finding here that the literature supplied
us by the Bible Society is absolutely essential for our work.

Two cases during 1921 have been particularly worthy of note.

About eighteen months ago, a man named X came to our mis
sion who had been baptized two years before, and had then

gone back to his land, where he held out against fierce persecu
tion for two years. X first became acquainted with the Gospel

through a Bible he bought about four years ago. Since he
came to us, his wife and children and two brothers have been

baptized, and the families of three other relatives are inquirers.
Two other Mohammedans with their families are now here

ready for baptism. The head of one of these families was brought
in by X. From the first he seemed specially anxious for teaching
and baptism, and much more ready than the average inquirer.
Over eight years ago he heard preaching and bought a Bible in

the bazaar. He took the Bible home, became convinced of its

truth, gave his heart to Christ and taught his family as far as

he was able. A missionary last summer met three maulvis, and

every one had a Bible and was studying it. A number of other

influential men from the district are earnest inquirers. There is

something afoot that closely resembles a little mass movement
in this territory, and it can be traced back to the Bible sold

to X four years ago."

In Kenya Colony.
The Meru country lies north and north-east of Mount

Kenya, and has a population of over 150,000.

Writing from the United Methodist Church Mission on April 25th,

1922, the Rev. B. J. Ratcliffe acknowledges the arrival of St.

Mark's Gospel in Meru :
" On behalf of the staff of workers and

the little community here at Meru, permit me to say how much
we realize our indebtedness to your Society for thus supplying
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us with the first literature in this tongue. Its coining is hailed

with delight by those who have never before seen their language
in print, and more for the burden of its message."

In Nigeria.

From Patani, a station of the C.M.S. Niger Mission,

the Rev. J. D. Aitken writes :

" Have you any copies left unbound of St. Mark in Igabo ?

In war time we only asked for 2,000 to be printed, as we did

not think it fair to ask for more when paper was scarce. The
B.F.B.S. decided that the Word of God should not be rationed,
and voted 5,000. My heart fluttered when I heard this, and I

thought there would be about 1,000 too many. . . . The cases

with the 5,000 Gospels arrived fourteen months ago, and we
have the last copies now on our bookshop shelves. Some of

our Christian women find a difficulty, owing to the lack of

teachers. Before they can read the '

ba, be, bo
' sheet properly,

they go on to St. Mark, and many of them can repeat the whole

Gospel by heart. All our converts who are physically fit have
to learn to read St. Mark, and these women are very much sur

prised when they are told that they cannot read. But we have

to insist on intelligent reading, for we cannot expect them to

learn the whole Bible by heart." Mr. Aitken writes later that

he has all four Gospels in Igabo now ready for the press, and
these are now being printed.

In Central Africa.

Here is a letter from the Rev. G. F. B. Morris, of

the Africa Inland Mission :

" The longer one works among the natives of Central Africa

the more one sees the necessity of giving the people the Word
of God in their own tongue ; in this we have been very greatly
aided by the Bible Society, which has helped and encouraged
us, giving us the benefit of their vast experience of mission

work throughout many years and many lands. After eight

years' work among the Azande people, in close and cordial

relations with the C.M.S. working among the same tribe in

the Sudan, we have a large number of these people, men, women
and children, who can read the Scriptures in their own tongue.
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Just recently there has been an encouraging revival in the desire

to get and read the Gospels, translated into Zande by the C.M.S.

workers and ourselves and printed in strong and useful form

by the Bible Society. Much of the work has so far been founda

tion-building and necessarily slow, but we trust strong. Now
we look for a harvest from the evangelists who go out and read

God's Word to the chiefs and the people. This language, Zande,
will operate over a wide stretch of country."

The following resolution, dated Sept. 30th, 1921, has been
forwarded to the Bible House by Mrs. C. T. Studd :

" The Executive Committee of the Heart of Africa Mission

offers to the British and Foreign Bible Society its very grateful
thanks for the printing of the first book of the Bible translated

into Ituri Swahili the Gospel of St. Matthew. They pray
that the blessing of God may rest upon the book and upon the

Society whose work and generosity has made its circulation

possible. The missionaries working in that district were over

joyed at its arrival on the field, and their letters are full of

gratitude for it."

In Belgian Congo.
Over a large area in Belgian Congo various Luba

dialects are spoken. In 1920 the Bible Society pub
lished the New Testament in Luba-Lulua, and in 1921

the four Gospels and Acts appeared in Luba-Katanga.
These books will be used by agents of the American

Methodist Episcopal Church, of the Congo Evan

gelistic Mission, and of the
"
Brethren," all of whom

have combined to produce this version for the tribes

men whom they are evangelizing. The Rev. J. Salter,

of the Congo Evangelistic Mission, writes :

" The books are a real God-send, and already are proving a

great blessing. Our warmest thanks appear icy by the side

of such a gift ;
but we will continue to pray that the gracious

favours of our God may be increasingly manifest in your
work in the coming days and that He Himself may be your
reward."
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The Wonderful Book.

An amazingly interesting volume has recently

appeared entitled Wild Bush Tribes of Tropical Africa,

by G. Cyril Claridge. We quote one story from its

pages, because it gives evidence of the dawning of a

new conscience and a new soul in dark people :

" In the Mavuma district a Protestant funeral was in pro

gress. Suddenly a quarrel started, and weapons were out in

a moment. A native Christian teacher present, realizing the

grave danger, appealed to the party to cease squabbling. It

stopped as if by magic. A Roman Catholic chief standing by
marvelled at this, and asked his own teacher, who was with

him, how he accounted for it, when, as he said,
' Our people

would have been at the throat of the teacher as well.'
' You

see, sir,' replied the R.C. teacher,
'

they have a wonderful book.

They do these things by the power of the wonderful book.'
"

The author's comment is :
" Heathenism dies a hard death,

but hi its death-throes it bears witness to its conqueror the

wonderful Book."

"A Red Letter Day."
In the western part of Belgian Congo, which lies

nearly under the equator, the Mongo language is spoken
in various dialects by numerous scattered tribes known
as Lo-mongo, Ba-lolo, or Ba-nkundu. Nearly thirty

years ago our Society began to publish the Scriptures
in Mongo, for the Congo Balolo Mission. In 1908 the

Mongo New Testament appeared, translated mainly by
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Ruskin. Recently a committee

representing all the missions in the district have pre

pared a version in
"
union

"
Mongo-Nkundu, thus

making it available for use also among negroes who

speak the Nkundu dialect. Early in 1921 our Society

printed a large edition of 20,000 New Testaments in

this
"
union "

Mongo-Nkundu version, besides 3,500

copies of the four Gospels and Acts. More than half

these books were forwarded to Bongandanga.
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The Congo Balolo Mission Record, which is printed at Bon-

gandanga, contained in its issue for October, 1921, the following
article headed,

" A Red-Letter Day
"

:

" At last, after many months of waiting, countless prayers
offered, and innumerable inquiries made by teachers, lads in

training, and other native Christians, the Book of God the New
Testament in the vernacular has arrived. The s.s. Livingstone
steamed into Bongandanga beach at about nine o'clock on the

morning of Sept. 13th, and in less than an hour afterwards

four boys were seen carrying two boxes up the hill to the station.

There was a happy look on their faces, and they found it impos
sible to refrain from telling the other boys that the boxes con
tained copies of the New Testament, for which they had all

been longing. No tune was lost in opening the cases, and joyful
shouts of acclamation went up as the first copy was presented
to view.

" Several lads had been saving up their money beforehand,
and some had sufficient in hand to pay for a copy. We were

besieged by the remaining school-boys, who were keen to possess
a copy of the precious Book. There are copies bound in black

and others in dark red ; but black seems to obtain most favour.

When the particular copy is chosen, and the money paid, the

owner's name must be written in it in ink, so that it will be

permanent.
" The news spread quickly, and in a short time several young

men, who had recently been restored to the Lord and the fellow

ship of the Church, came to the station to buy their copies,
and these returning to their villages acted as advertisers of the

Book.
" At the early morning service the next day several prayers

were offered and thanks expressed to God for answering their

many petitions on behalf of His Word which they now possess
in their own language. The opportunity was seized to commend
the Book to all who are able to read. Holding up a copy, the

missionary conducting the service said,
'

See, here is God's

mighty weapon, more powerful than sword or spear or gun. Its

triumphs are innumerable. Where everything else has failed,

this Living Word has always succeeded in bringing hope to

those in despair, and comfort to the sorrowing ; it tells of Him
Who is the True Bread for the hungry, the Living Water for the

thirsty. He is the Friend of sinners, the Only Saviour. In its
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holy pages we have instruction for the ignorant, records of the

triumphs of our Lord Jesus Christ, and of the victories gained

by those heroes of faith who so loyally served their God.' The
address was closed with an appeal that every possessor of a

New Testament would read it prayerfully, remembering that

the Holy Spirit is ever present to enlighten every reader.
" Under God, our thanks are due to the British and Foreign

Bible Society for their generous help in providing for us and
our sister Mission so beautiful an edition of the New Testament
in such adequate numbers."

The following letter, dated Sept. 27th, 1921, is written

by the Rev. Harry F. Young, of the Congo Balolo Mission at

Baringa, Basankusu :

" The cases containing the New Testaments came up on a

trading boat. Our colleagues at Lolanga, our base station,

evidently saw a good opportunity of getting them to us a few
weeks in advance of the next trip of our own steamer, the

Livingstone. A perfect deluge of rain began just as the boys
had brought the cases up to the house, so we were not able to

carry out our original purpose and hold a thanksgiving service

at once. However, the next day was the day for the inquirers'

meeting, so we turned that into a general thanksgiving meeting.
I tried to explain to the people how you had helped us by printing
the books, and also spoke from Psalm cxix. 105 Thy word is

a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my path. They would

appreciate the meaning of this better than folk who are accus

tomed to lighted streets ; because here, on dark nights, they

just carry a burning stick and wave it to and fro in front of their

feet. Two of my colleagues are away just at present on a tour

in our district, so I sent a man after them carrying a small trunk

filled with Testaments. He caught them up on a Sunday which

they were spending at a central place ; and that night they made
the prayer meeting a service of thanksgiving and praise. Now
that the Testaments are here, we pray that each of our Christians

may avail himself of the opportunity to possess a copy and to read

it prayerfully."

A Testimony from Papua.

The following is part of an unsolicited article written

by the new Archbishop of Brisbane.
" The New Guinea (Anglican) Mission owes a deep
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debt of gratitude to the British and Foreign Bible

Society. Before I cease to be Bishop of New Guinea

(on Nov. 15th, 1921) and become Archbishop of

Brisbane on the following day, I should like to write

these few words to The Bible in the World :

" The New Guinea Mission began on Aug. 10th, 1891, when
two clergy from Australia landed amongst people known to be

savage and cannibal, who had never heard the word *

God,'
whose language had never been committed to writing, of whose

language they knew not a word, and many of whom had not

seen a white man before. Now the number of communicants
is reckoned by thousands. There are nearly one hundred native

evangelists and mission teachers, and seven native ordained

clergy. The devotion and faith of many of the Christian

converts is most marked. . . .

" Now the Bible Society has helped enormously to the bringing
about of the truly wonderful state of things that we see in New
Guinea ; for it has (and here I speak only for the Anglican
Mission, of course) printed for us portions of the Holy Scriptures
in three languages. The Mission could not have had the effect

it has had upon the native people but for the printed edition

of the Scriptures, the Holy Gospels especially. And it would
have been quite impossible for the Mission to afford to pay for

the printing that has been done. It should be remembered
that the printing of the Bible, or of books of the Bible, is, if I

may say so, particularly valuable in a country like New Guinea
for this reason. We have taught thousands of people to read,

but we cannot spend our energies and our time and our money
in providing them with much in the way of secular literature ;

therefore, loving reading as they do, they are driven (if it is

not irreverent to use the word) to read their Bibles, because

there is little else provided for them to read in their own language.
I have hundreds of times seen natives, the young men especi

ally, reading with deep interest and devotion such parts of the

Scriptures as are in their possession in their own language. The

Holy Gospels are doubtless the most valuable books for them
to read, and I suppose it is true to say that they read them more
than anything else

;
but the Old Testament also appeals to

them more than a casual outsider might imagine that it would,

possibly for the reason that the manner of life depicted in the
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early books of the Bible, for instance, is much more like their

way of living than is the case with us highly civilized people.
" I cannot, to sum up, exaggerate the value of the printing

of the Word of God for such primitive people as the Papuans,
and I wish before laying aside my charge in New Guinea to

bear some testimony to the incalculable assistance that the

British and Poreign Bible Society has rendered to us in our

work in that primitive, beautiful, far-away land."

For Russia.

In the spring of 1921 the Society's new edition of

the Russian New Testament with Psalms, consisting
of 80,000 copies, was completed at Helsingfors, which
has become a sort of gateway into Russia. Large
orders for Bibles and Testaments in Russian, which
are coming through from Moscow and Petrograd,
make it essential that our stocks of the Scriptures at

Helsingfors should be larger than usual. Most of this

new edition of 80,000 Russian New Testaments with

the Psalms remains stored there, ready for shipment
when the moment arrives. By the end of March,

1922, we know that 26 large cases of editions of the

Scriptures had reached Petrograd via Reval. Several

boxes containing Esthonian Bibles had also arrived in

Petrograd.
In February, 1922, we obtained a Soviet permit to

dispatch four cases of Russian editions of the Scrip
tures to Petrograd, via Finland, which arrived safely.

This consignment included over 5,000 copies of St.

John's Gospel in the new Russian orthography.

Through the kindness of several friends of the Society
we have also been able to send into Russia over 1,000

other Bibles and Testaments.

Throughout the years of war and the agonies of

revolution, our depot at Petrograd has never yet
closed its doors, although the shelves within have
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grown woefully depleted. Word comes, dated April,

1922, that our veteran depositary there had just
received Russian and Esthonian editions of the Scrip
tures sent to him from Helsingfors or Reval. It is a

deep satisfaction to report this first direct result of

the Society's prolonged efforts to import copies of the

Scriptures into Petrograd. It is a harbinger, we
trust, of the reopening of our Bible work in Russia.

We have received the original document, signed by
Russian Soviet officials in Finland, which formally
sanctioned the entry into Russia of these books.

Early in April, 1922, Pastor Salmi, of the American Methodist

Episcopal Church, who had recently returned from a visit to

Petrograd, wrote :
" Bibles have never been read as they are

now : there has never been such a desire to purchase copies
and this notwithstanding the fact that we are charging 160,000
roubles for each Russian Bible. However, in the Soviet book

shop the price of a Bible is 1,000,000 roubles" But in Petrograd
even a herring costs 60,000 roubles.

Everything else in Russia was during last summer put into

the shade by the terrible famine in the valley of the Volga.
In April, 1922, a letter came from Mr. E. Norlin, of the

Swedish Red Cross Mission at Samara, one of the worst parts
of the Russian famine area. Mr. Norlin gives details almost

too terrible for publication.
" Peasants have dug up graves in

order to eat the corpses, and mothers are killing their children

in order to eat them. A Swedish sister has died from spotted

typhus, as well as three doctors an American, a German, and
an Italian. You cannot imagine what it means to visit villages

which have completely died out, where we have found dead
bodies piled up in the huts simply through prolonged starva

tion," Happily, Mr. Norlin has discovered the Society's
veteran servant, Mr. E. Kirsch, who down to the revolution

had charge of our depot at Samara. Mr. Kirsch, who is an old

man, is safe and well, and was most thankful for relief from the

Society which reached him through Mr. Norlin. Before the

war, from this depot at Samara alone we distributed some

70,000 copies of the Scriptures annually.
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Mr. Davidson writes from Helsingfors :

" We are

just as near and no nearer the solution of the Russian

problem : we are still, as it were, standing on the

door-mat in the vestibule leading into Petrograd.
We entertain high hopes of being able to enter the

stricken capital at an early date : there are signs

which point in this direction, but great care has to be

exercised when making any move towards this goal.

We must possess our souls in patience, for we firmly
believe that God will open the way as soon as the time

is ripe."

An (Ecumenical Mission.

The world-wide and international character of the

Bible Society's work is winning recognition in various

countries and Churches. The Society's Honorary Foreign
Members now include the Archbishop of Upsala ; the

Archbishop of Finland ; Bishop Nicolai Velimirovic,
of Ochrida, Serbia ; the (Ecumenical Patriarch of

Constantinople ; the Armenian Patriarch in Constanti

nople ; the Greek Archbishop of Syria ; and the

Archbishop of Ethiopia.

In Finland the Society receives free railway passes for its

employees, and free freight for all books sent by rail. All our
editions are admitted duty-free into Albania. The Serbian

Patriarch, with his own hand, wrote a letter pleading for a
similar exemption to be granted by the Government of Serbia,
but this has for the present been refused.

Once again we acknowledge our indebtedness to the Royal
Dutch Packet Company for carrying our cases of Scriptures
free of cost to all parts of Netherlands Indies. We also again
record our thanks to the Government Railways of Java for a
free pass allowed to our European sub-agent ; to all the rail

ways in Java for carrying our cases of Scriptures free of charge ;

also to the Federated Malay States Railways for a free pass
over their systems.
The Society has just sent out to Cape Town a fresh consign-
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ment of Bibles in Xosa (or Kafir). The Government Adminis
trator of Education has placed this Bible on the list of Readers

for use in native schools in Cape Colony, and copies are in

great demand. Englishmen seldom realize that in the British

Empire only one man in every seven is white.

Although our Society is the oldest and largest of

its kind, we have flourishing sister-institutions in

other lands in Scotland and Ireland and Holland

and America, to name no others. Twenty years have

elapsed since the Society of St. Jerome was founded

in Rome under Papal sanction, to disseminate the

Gospels in Italian. The distinguished ecclesiastic who
was its originator and first president has recently
been elected Pope. It has produced and published a

new Italian version of the four Gospels and Acts,

with annotations, of which it has circulated altogether
over 3,000,000 copies, besides editions of separate

Gospels, which bring up the total to nearly 4,000,000

books, at popular prices. All lovers of the Bible

must rejoice over this good work, which certainly

points to a changed attitude of the Roman Church
in regard to the vernacular Scriptures.

In one sense we may say that the whole Church of

Christ is a Bible Society a society which, despite its

divisions, professes to make its great common appeal
to Holy Scripture. The spiritual city will be built on
an impregnable rock, in proportion as all nations own
and follow the teaching of God as contained in the

Bible.

Even to-day it is true that Scripture contains both

the grammar and the vocabulary of the universal

Christian language. It is wonderful how believers of

unlike races, in lands and ages far removed, can meet
and communicate and hold converse together in this

holy mother-tongue. Augustine and a Kempis and
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Bunyan and Gordon grow intelligible to one another,

for they all use the lingua franca of the saints. To
be nurtured in God's Book is to understand the

common speech of God's whole family, in heaven and
on earth. And the fact that each lover of the Bible

grows at home in its spiritual dialect forms one among
many latent tokens that the real reunion of Christendom

lies nearer than we sometimes dream.
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WITH SPADE AND TROWEL

IN the age-long work of building the spiritual city
honour belongs, above all others, to the multitude of

faithful labourers who toil on patiently in obscure

places and win their reward not from men but from
God. In order to place the Scriptures in the hands
of humble folk in every land, the Bible Society has

created one characteristic type of agent. A colporteur
is really a Christian pedlar, who carries in his pack

cheap little Gospels and Testaments in the vulgar

tongue. And the colporteur's vocation is to move
from town to town and from village to village, calling
at the wayside dwellings that lie between, seeking
men out wherever they make their homes, and offering
his books from door to door. As a rule he is a native

of the country where he travels, he is familiar with

its customs and its manner of speech, he has the fran

chise which belongs to a son of the soil. And he often

succeeds best among those immense populations which
are not congested into swarming centres but live

scattered across the wide spaces of the world.

The Bible Society employs its colporteurs in quite

thirty different states and kingdoms. They are care

fully selected, engaged, trained, organized, and super
intended often in heathen lands by missionaries who

supervise their service. For the cardinal fact about

a colporteur is this : he is not merely a hawker, but
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a Christian who has learned to prize and love the

Book he carries, and he can speak heart-felt words to

commend it out of the fullness of his own experience.
The Society's staff to-day includes over 900 of

these wandering Bible-sellers. They are recruited

from many Christian communions. But it is no part
of their duty in a Christian country to make proselytes
or to detach adherents from any Church

;
and they

all receive explicit instructions that they shall, as far

as possible, avoid controversy. The present Bishop of

Chester once compared the Bible Society's colporteurs
to

"
those humble brethren of St. Francis who in their

best days made the most extraordinary impression on

England," and added,
"
I venture to think that there

is something of those simple, humorous, kindly, coura

geous, gentle, forgiving people in the simple colporteurs
who go from place to place offering the Word of God."

On the footsteps of these wayfaring Biblemen the

sun never sets. They are busy in Brazil and in Bulgaria,
in Spain and in Singapore. Nearly half of them belong
to India or China lands which contain three-sevenths

of the human race. During 1921 the Society sold by
colportage altogether nearly 5,000,000 copies of the

Word of God. To illustrate this variegated distribution

we may give some glimpses of our colporteurs at work,
taken from their reports last year.

In the Malay States, where every sixth man is an
Indian coolie, three Tamils were baptized at a station

of the Methodist Episcopal Mission. They had been

reading Tamil New Testaments obtained from our

colporteur ; each of them declared that, but for those

books, he would never have had a chance of knowing
" The Way."
At El Obeid, in the Egyptian Sudan, Colporteur

Abd-el-Messih (whose name means "
Slave of Christ ")
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visited a colony of Hausas from West Africa who were

making the pilgrimage to Mecca. Such pilgrims often

halt at El Obeid with their families, and stay there

for many months to earn money and arrange for the

next stage of their immense journey. Though very
few of them could read, they listened with deep interest

to the Book read aloud in their own tongue, and bought
several copies. Another pilgrim at El Obeid was on
his way back from Mecca to his home on the West
African Coast. He was a negro of high rank, and
carried strips of cloth inscribed with texts from the

Koran. It astonished him much to see an Arabic

Bible. He purchased it gladly, and had a leather

bag made to carry his new treasure, saying that he

would read it to his people in his own country.
On the slopes of Vesuvius an Italian colporteur

offered a Gospel to an old woman, who replied,
"

It's

of no use : I can't read." So they sat down side

by side on a heap of stones, while he read aloud

1 John iv. Then she begged him to read that chapter

again. At the tenth verse she exclaimed,
"

It's true !

It's true 1 Not that we loved God, but that He loved us.

It^s true !

"
Finally she bought a New Testament,

which she said her nephew would read to her.

In Lille a Frenchwoman told Colporteur Mir :

"
Those are good books. I read them every day with

my children ; I could not sleep without having first

read, and given the Lord thanks for everything. I

bought them from a man like you years ago, and for

a long time I have been praying that he would pass
here again so that I might buy the whole Bible."

She took a Bible and said,
" We are not rich, we have

hardly any money but with this book in my hands

I feel very rich indeed."

In Persia a Moslem refused to buy the New Testa-
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ment, or even a Gospel because, said he,
** When I

read a part of the Gospel I tremble with fear, for it

makes me feel how wicked I am." The colporteur

pointed out that it also told of the Saviour Who was

willing and able to save him from his wickedness, and
the man summoned up courage to purchase a Persian

Testament.

Sons of the Soil*

It is the common testimony of experience that the

Orient can best be evangelized by orientals. A Chris

tian from the West must always be a foreigner to

people of the East. The Gospel breaks down distrust

when it is lived and preached by compatriots, who

prove through humble service among their own country
men that they really love their neighbour as they love

themselves, because of their fervent love to the Lord
their God.

Last year the Bishop of Colombo paid a striking

tribute to our native Bible-sellers in Ceylon :

" The colporteurs wandering evangelists, tramping on foot

through the length and breadth of the country deserve our

warmest sympathy and encouragement ; for theirs is arduous

labour. Sometimes they meet with a welcome, and are bright
ened by the response made to their efforts. Sometimes, on the

other hand, they are treated rudely and even roughly. They
are directed to sell and not to give away the Bibles or '

Gospels,'

which form their travelling equipment ; and wise is such direc

tion, because the purchase, albeit for only a few cents it may
be, does indicate some probability that the portion bought will

not be cast aside unread or unopened. These colporteurs natur

ally vary much in capacity for their task, but as I read their

reports, I have been much struck by the firm grasp of the truth

which many show. They often know the Gospel well, and have

a happy intuition for applying it to individuals and for recom

mending what may be suitable to varied cases, by perhaps
some apt quotation or reference to a parable or saying of our

Lord. Their wandering life gives them an insight into the lives
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and thoughts of the people ; they come across men and women
of every language including Chinese and Japanese that is

ever heard in Ceylon ; and they show a remarkable tact and,

may we not say, at times a kind of inspiration in their replies

to questions and objections raised. Sometimes they are bold

and fearless, sometimes winning, in their endeavours to get a

villager or a passer-by to take and read what they offer. Take
as an illustration this quotation of a Tamil proverb, at once

arresting and suggestive :

' As a handful of paddy foretells the

harvest, so plainly does the Book reveal the outcome of your
lives.'

"

Christian Tact and Common Sense.
"

I have no use for your book : I am a freethinker,"

said a Frenchman to Colporteur Feaz, who replied,
"

Sir, I am happy to meet a freethinker ; I hope that

you are really free and really a thinker ;
but I fear

you are a slave."
" En effet" replied the man,

"
you

are right ; I am a slave to other people."
On the deck of a Bosphorus steamer Colporteur

Moschos was showing a young Turk the Proverbs of

Solomon. The young man spurned the little book, but

Moschos in his quiet way tried to make him see what

pearls of wisdom he was rejecting. Whereupon a high
Turkish official tried to stop the colporteur.

" What
is it to you ?

"
said the official,

" whether he takes

the wisdom or not ? Why do you bother about our
souls ? This is an affair for the young man himself

only."
"
Ah, no : it is not quite like that," replied

Moschos, unruffled, "for I am a trumpeter." Then
he read to the little crowd verses from Ezekiel xxxiii.

1-9, telling them that God would require from him
the soul of his neighbour.

In Morocco Colporteur Juan Padilla sold last year
5,000 volumes in Fez, Sifru, Mequinez, Casablanca,

Mazagan, Azimoor, Mogador and Marrakesh. One
Frenchman asked,

" What shall I gain if I buy a
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Bible ?
" "

Perhaps your soul," replied the colporteur ;

" what shall it profit you, if you gain much money,
and lose your soul ?

" At Marrakesh a woman wanted
love-stories. The Bible was offered to her as containing
the greatest, purest love-story the world has ever known.
She bought a Bible, saying,

"
I never thought of His

love until now." A French lady refused a Gospel,

saying,
" I'm a Catholic, and that's enough religion

for me." Padilla replied,
"
Madame, to have a religion

is indeed something ;
but to know the love of Christ

is far greater in fact the greatest thing of all." She

bought the four Gospels.
Our Greek colporteur at Patras gets into touch with

the upper classes and the priests. One lawyer told

him :

" Your Society would do much more good by
distributing its money to the poor, instead of spend

ing it on distributing the Scriptures." Promptly the

answer came :

" Our Society distributes the Scriptures
because they teach men how to care for the poor."

.In Madras an Indian colporteur met in the train a

native police constable, who asked whether it would

not be sufficient for salvation if he simply followed

Jesus Christ in daily life and avoided the stumbling-
block of baptism.

"
I told him," said the colporteur,

"
that, just as without a badge and number on his turban

he was no constable, so without baptism he could not

be counted as a Christian."

The Rev. Carl Nykvist, a Swedish missionary in

Shansi, describes one Chinese colporteur as
"
a gifted

and earnest worker, a worthy representative of a noble

Society. Last spring when an officer demanded to

see his Ordination Certificate, he answered,
'

My Com
mission came direct from the Lord Jesus, Go, preach
to every creature,' to which the officer replied :

' That

will do 1

'

During the year this colporteur has had
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the joy of leading a few of his fellow-countrymen to

Christ. He feeds on the Word of God, and is thus

able to break the Bread of Life to others."

At Constantinople an Armenian refused to buy a

Bible.
"
No, I want a new book a novel," said he

;

"
that's an old book, that Bible of yours, which I've

read long ago."
" How old are you ?

"
inquired the

colporteur.
"
Thirty," said the man. " So for thirty

years you have been eating your food in order that

your body might live, but you think that you can go
on for years without any spiritual food for your soul.

Now is not that plainly a very foolish mistake ? You
need spiritual food each day for your soul. That is

why you must always read this book." And the

Armenian went away with the Bible.

At Lourdes, the famous place of pilgrimage, a French

woman was about to buy a Testament when a priest
came up and said :

" Beware of Protestant propaganda ;

these are English Bibles." The woman regretfully
handed back the Testament to our colporteur, who

replied,
" For the Word of God, as for the sun, there

are no frontiers," adding,
" but a very grave responsi

bility rests upon you and upon me for our attitude

towards the Word."
" What profit do we make ?

"
said one of our Bur

mese colporteurs to a village farmer, who seemed amazed
at the sale of such beautiful books at so low a price,
" What profit do you make when you sow your rice

over the waste of waters in the paddy plains ? Doesn't

it look like throwing away good food ? Yet without it

there would be no harvest."

Pioneers of the Missionary*

In all non-Christian lands our colporteurs act as the

pioneers and coadjutors of missionaries, who in many
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cases direct their work. From Korea, an American

missionary, who supervises three of our colporteurs,
sends this testimony :

"
It is impossible to tell all the

good these men do. They go where no other Christian

worker goes away up in the mountain recesses or to

distant isolated places not known by others. The
Word is spoken, and a printed portion of the Word
is left behind, and before anybody is aware we hear

of a little band of Christians meeting together for

worship. Perhaps no one person is to be credited

with this new group. But certainly the quiet spread

ing of the Word has a great deal to do with it all.

We are thankful for the work of the colporteurs and
the use God's Spirit makes of their message."

The Korean colporteur is not merely a bookseller but a

personal evangelist. What is true of the man whom the Rev.
H. J. Hill describes in the following report is true of most of

our men, and we try to have it true of them all :

" The Bible Society colporteur in my district, Kim Chi Paik,
is a real evangelist, and I thank God that the Society is able

to send him out into the unevangelized villages with the Word
of Life. ... In a village about 20 H from my nearest church

lives Yun Ik Su. Some months ago he bought a number of

Gospels from the colporteur, and gave some of them to boys
whom he was instructing (for he is a teacher of Chinese

characters to a few boys of the village). Meantime we have
sent an evangelist to preach there. Yun Ik Su's house is now a

church-building, where twenty to thirty people are meeting. I

visited the place not long ago, and accepted five of them as

catechumens. Thus the Word of God, sent out by the Bible

Society, prepares the way for the evangelist and missionary."
The Rev. Dr. W. N. Blair writes :

" The colporteur's job is

the hardest of all evangelistic tasks in Korea. He is away
from home over twenty days a month, eating and sleeping
wherever his labours and opportunity permit. All day long
he is stopping people on the road who don't want to be stopped,

seeking entrance to doors that prefer to be shut. It is up to

him not only to gain a brief audience, but actually to persuade
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people in these few moments to pay hard cash for a book that

many of them don't want. It takes a strong man to do this

work well, and the result is that good men are sure to be

recognized and engaged by the Church. In my own territory
there are now four helpers and one ordained minister, who were

formerly colporteurs no mean contribution by the Bible Society
to our evangelistic force."

Spade-work in China.

Among the myriads of markets and villages in

China the colporteur goes with his cheap little Testa

ments and Gospels. Often he takes his stand at the

road-side with books in his hands or in the bag lying
at his feet, and as some passer-by pauses to look, he

may begin to talk on some subject of common interest

the crops, or the weather. He then leads on to the

deeper truths of man's sin and his need of salvation.

A book is bought for a trifle, and carried off to the

buyer's home, a mile or several miles away. So in

uncounted village homes lie these seeds of eternal

truth not perhaps at once productive, but waiting
for some favourable opportunity to strike root in the

heart and bring forth the fruit of a renewed life.

A colporteur's duty in China includes uncomplain

ing endurance of hardship. Perhaps he sets out one

morning unable to carry with him any bedding, his

books alone being a sufficient load. This means that

at night, in some little country inn, he must lie down
to sleep on hard bricks, with no covering but the

clothes he has worn during the day. He goes to this
" bed "

weary, his throat and lungs being filled with

the dust which has surrounded him in clouds all day.

Colportage means giving up whatever comforts a

Chinese home can afford. Nothing but the love of

Christ, combined with a passion for souls, is enough
to keep a man at this task year in and year out.
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In the Fenchow district of the province of Shensi, the Rev.
Watts O. Pye superintends five of our Chinese colporteurs.
He writes of one colporteur who has led thirty-seven men to

a definite decision for Christ ; of another whose work has

made possible the establishment of a church and the calling of

an evangelist to take its oversight ; and of still another who
is working so far away that for four or five months at a time
he sees none of his fellow-workers. Mr. Pye writes that these

five colporteurs are pioneers in the real sense of the word, for

they have the courage to persist.
" The wilderness has not

daunted them, mighty rivers have not stopped them, deserts

have not been able to discourage them, mountains have not
blocked their way. In spite of savage men and wild beasts,

scorching, blighting heat and bitter benumbing cold, together
with the constant burden of homelessness like His Who had
not where to lay His head, they have succeeded. Their lot,

though often hard and full of disappointment, is also full of

compensating opportunities. Some of them would not change
places with many Chinese Christian workers who have a much
easier field."

Pochow is a historic city in the province of North Anhwei,
and is one of those places where Satan has his seat. The dis

trict is densely populated, and idolatry is rampant. In 1920-21

a severe famine fell upon the whole of the North Anhwei pro
vince, and millions of people were threatened with dire desti

tution. Under conditions like these our two colporteurs at

Pochow have carried on their mission, selling last year 19,500

copies of the Scriptures. Their superintendent testifies that

in many respects they are the best booksellers he has ever

known. They travel in all sorts of weather, and though they
are extremely poor they seem to find great delight in their

work. Last year one of these men set out on a long journey
with " one-twentieth part of a halfpenny

"
in his pocket for

his travelling and other expenses. He had to depend on what
he received by selling the Scriptures. He took with him 5,000

books, mostly Gospels, and returned after about ten days,

having sold them all.

At Peking our veteran colporteur Yao is still actively engaged
on all outward-bound trains at the Chien Men East railway

station, soliciting purchasers among the passengers. His sales

last year exceeded 25,000 books. This colporteur was one of

the three messengers who got through the Boxer lines from
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Peking to Tientsin in 1900, and so helped to save the besieged

Legations. He was loyal then, and is still loyal to the Bible

Society to-day.

By means of hundreds of humble, faithful, Chinese Biblemen
like these, the message of God's redeeming love is being carried

far and wide among the teeming multitudes of China.

In South America.

The colporteur is, above all, a sower, and to expect
immediate results would not be reasonable; but in

due course the fruits of his labour appear. In pur
suit of their mission in South America our men ride

across bleak plateaux, swept by the icy winds of the

Andes ; they cross on foot the wide Venezuelan

llanos, their books on the back of a donkey, visiting

isolated huts ; they ascend in steamboat and canoe

the great Orinoco and Magdalena waterways, bearing
the good news of God's salvation in Jesus Christ.

In Central Peru Colporteur Juan Virgilio is excellently fitted

for his work, which he has continued with characteristic zeal

in the central mountain region among the Quichua Indians,
who are his own kith and kin. He takes the Gospel to

numberless villages scattered over this wide territory. We
can picture him telling a group of miners at the mining camps
what he has found in the Gospel, and what they can find too ;

and as he tells them he holds up the Gospels, which they pur
chase most gladly. He leaves the mining centre, and gets out

into the mountain road again. As he trudges along he comes
to a bend in the winding trail and a bell is heard tinkling,

warning wayfarers of the approach of a drove of llamas. The

leading llama has a bell tied round her neck, and the rest follow,

their heads high in the air, looking the most proud and haughty
animals on earth. These llamas are accompanied by two or

three Indians, whose costume consists of a coloured poncho, a

tight woollen vest, and breeches falling just below the knee ;

their feet are shod with raw-hide sandals. The Quichua Indian

is melancholy by temperament, and his features reflect a

hopeless depression. He cares for nothing that is not personal
to himself. Crouching with sunken head, his elbows on his
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knees, he looks on the world with unchanging visage. Is there

Good News for him ? Our colporteur exchanges words with

the Indians in their own Quichua speech, they listen attentively,
and God's message is placed in their hands. They drive on
their llamas, and take their Gospels with them to discover that

they have the " most joyful and hopeful Book in the world."

In the Holy Land.

The following notes come from the journals of our

colporteurs in Palestine :

" In the very quaint and ancient town of Hebron most of

the people to-day are Moslems, with a reputation for fanaticism.

In offering the Scriptures in the streets and the market, much
tact is needed to avoid collision with rough men, who do their

best to make trouble. One man asked forgiveness from God
because he had touched a Bible. Nevertheless, on my visit I

sold nine Bibles, four Testaments, and 151 smaller portions."
" We crossed the Jordan at sunrise on the second day after

leaving Jerusalem. We travelled with an armed caravan, as

the road was infested with robbers, and after a climb of over

4,000 feet we arrived at Es Salt by sunset. There the inhabi

tants are mostly Moslems of a wild kind, who often refuse to

pay the Government tax. We offered our books for sale in the

streets amid much shouting and rudeness. Frequently we were
taken for Jews, and it was difficult to persuade the people that

we were genuinely British-born. After selling about 100 copies
of the Scriptures, we pushed on to Jericho, where more books
were sold ; and before we returned to Jerusalem 840 volumes
had been disposed of on this journey."

"
Among other villages we visited Jifna, the reputed birth

place of Judas Iscariot. In all these villages the people were

eager to have the Scriptures, but they seemed to possess but
little money. One Bible was exchanged for 5d. and 18 fresh

eggs. After disposing of 170 volumes of Scripture, I found

myself in possession of 84 eggs as part-payment. It was not
so easy to convey these precious eggs to a purchaser in Jeru
salem ; but I succeeded in doing this, rejoicing that by eggs
and coins the people had secured the Scriptures."
At a village in the Lebanon our colporteur called at a

Maronite school. The teacher bought an Arabic copy of the
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Scriptures and his pupils were eager to follow his example.
Those who had no money ran off home, and soon returned with

eggs in their hands to be exchanged for Gospels. At one

village bakehouse the baker bartered a flat loaf of bread for

a Gospel.

Going through a market-place near Bordeaux, Col

porteur Rousseau heard a man shout to him :
"
Eh,

Monsieur de VEvangile ! Come and talk to us for a

bit about le bon Dieu !
"

This same colporteur reports
that in the early months of 1921 he met with much

general distress. In the cities especially you find

poverty at every step.
" One honest workman said to

me a short time ago :

' You will hardly believe it, but

for forty-eight hours I have tasted no food so that my
children could have something to eat. One of your
Testaments would help me to take courage, I know,
but I haven't a sou* I gave him the book, and he

promised to pay when he found work. Yesterday he

paid me."
One of our Bulgarian colporteurs tells a quaint

story, which will be appreciated by those who have
watched the adoration of pictures in the Orthodox
Church. A certain Bulgarian, who was very short of

stature, was never able to bestow a satisfactory kiss

upon the icon of Saint George and the Dragon, how
ever much he strained on tiptoe so as

"
not to kiss

the snake," as he put it. This little man bought a

New Testament, and from reading it he learned among
other things that neither the kissing of icons in general
nor of St. George in particular could really minister

to his peace ; so now he is rejoicing not only because

he need not kiss St. George, but also because he need
not kiss the Dragon.
On board a French steamer at Port Said were some

hundreds of Chinese. Seeing our colporteur with the
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Scriptures, one of them came up with a broad smile

and a vigorous hand-shake and said,
" Jasu Halle

lujah I
" He then took from his pocket a small worn

Bible, and afterwards a 5-franc note. The colporteur

supposed at first that he wanted to purchase a new

copy, but soon understood that it was a gift for the

work of Jasu.

In Egypt a Moslem, who had listened to a chapter
read aloud from the Gospel, exclaimed :

"
This book

is small in size, but big in meaning."

A Pilgrim in Chile,

One day last year a weather-beaten, wr

ayfaring man,
his shoes nearly worn off his feet and his clothes

tattered, came into our depot at Valparaiso to buy
copies of the Scriptures. In conversation it transpired
that he had worked his way to Valparaiso from Punta
Arenas in the extreme south, now by steamer, now
on foot, and sometimes by train, in order that he

might circulate the printed Gospel among his own

people. This he did without support from any organi

zation, though he accepted such hospitality as was
offered him by the way. This is no isolated example
of the devotion of some of these Chilian Christians to

the cause of Christ.

Indians in Bolivia*

On the lofty tablelands of Bolivia the Indian's home
is a thatched one-roomed hut, which shelters the

whole family, with their animals. Some earthenware

cooking-pots, a mud seat built against the wall, a

few chickens, a pig, and a lean dog constitute the

household's worldly wealth. Colporteur Calvimontes

writes :

"
I visited several Indian villages on this

journey, entering their ranches and speaking to them
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of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Slowly I begin, explain

ing our Lord's sufferings and death on the cross, then

I pass on to His resurrection, and how He gives us

life eternal, how He came that we might all know
the truth and repent. While I was talking to them,
one Indian replied :

*

If this that you are telling us

is the truth, why is it that we have not been taught
this before ? How is it that we have been left to

worship idols like our forefathers ?' . . . 'Yes,'I answer,

'it is all true. These images of plaster and wood are

not God. Our God is a living God, Who has loved

us with a great love and calls upon us to believe in

Jesus Christ.'
' Thus even the Indians of Bolivia are

receiving the Gospel.

In Abyssinia*

Mr. T. P. Bevan, our sub-agent at Adis Ababa
writes :

"
Ordinary methods of Bible-selling, which meet with success

in Egypt, for example, avail nothing in Abyssinia. To try and

persuade an Abyssinian to buy a book is almost sure to be

unsuccessful ; but to do your best to prevent him from pur
chasing will very often make him take a copy. Some Abys-
sinians seem to delight in trying to annoy a European and in

testing his patience. Such men will often come in groups,
and want to look at every book in the depot. Others will

count the pages in a book, or the number of chapters, to see

if anything is omitted. Yet others will visit the depot day
after day, or on many occasions spread over two or three

months, to read through the book they think of buying and
sometimes they end by paying for it. One man, clad only in a

couple of pieces of cloth, came into our depot and asked for a
small book. After reading about half of each of the Gospels,
he chose and paid for a copy of St. Luke. He then pulled a

string that was hanging round his neck, and produced a small

cloth bag from inside his garments. Opening one end of this

bag, he brought to light another smaller bag within it. From
the second bag he took out a note-book, containing prayers
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copied out in his own handwriting. Placing the Gospel beside

the prayer-book, he put both into the inner bag, closed that

with the outer one, and returned the whole to a hiding place
under his garments. That bag held his devotional library."

In Japan*

Out of every ten people in Japan, seven are country
folk. Our Society relies mainly on its Japanese
Christian colporteurs for circulating the Scriptures.
Last year they sold 165,000 books, of which the great
bulk were Gospels. For placing God's Word in the

hands of all classes of people throughout the country,
no agency has been found so effective as this. More
than half the people of Japan live by farming, and
it is largely among this agricultural population that

our colportage is carried on. To the majority of

those whom the colporteurs visit, no other opportunity
comes of learning the message of God's redeeming
love.

Colporteur Kichijiro Ishikura, after he became a Christian,
had a great desire to make known God's salvation among his

fellow-countrymen. While working as a stevedore in the port
of Kobe, he used to come to the Bible House and purchase

copies of the Scriptures to circulate them among the crowds
that gather in one of the city parks. He found this a task

beset with difficulty, and so in his spare time he began to

visit from house to house in the city. Again he became dis

couraged ; but when it was suggested that he should come to

be trained as one of our colporteurs, he gladly gave up his

employment, although owing to his physical strength he could

earn excellent wages as a stevedore. Since his training,
Ishikura has developed into not only a good salesman but a

conscientious colporteur. He is an exemplary Christian and
an earnest evangelist, and his one desire is to glorify God and
lead men to love and obey Him. In one year he disposed of

nearly 16,000 books which amounts to not far short of sixty

copies a day.
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A young Zoroastrian.

From Teheran comes this translation of a touching
letter received from a young Persian, who describes

how he
" came to know the truth

"
through our

colporteur in the city of Kerman:
" To the honourable chief of the British and Foreign Bible

Society. May my body and soul be his sacrifice [this is a

Persian way of expressing readiness to be of service], and may
his strength continue ! After immeasurable gratitude to the

only Son of God the Highest, Who expressed the truth like

the rings of a chain which no religion has had or will have the

power to break, I beg to state that I am a humble Zoroastrian,

eighteen years old, and of the city of Kerman. From the time

I was fifteen years old till one month ago I was busy seeking
to find the truth in other religions, and with many people I

had frequent conversations ; but none of those with whom I

spoke could justly make known the truth, and when I did not

find the truth in any of them I was without a religion. But
God knew my heart, that I was seeking after the truth ; there

fore He helped me and willed that I should have the know

ledge of His only Son Who came into the world, and Whom
I did not know nor have I seen so that my eyes are opened
and my heart is lightened with His light and my dead soul

changed by His life-giving Spirit. After this manner came I

to know the truth. I met a spiritual man who possessed the

truth. He is a seller of Holy Scriptures. I saw and heard

how with great love he spoke to the people, so that two brothers

are not seen to speak with such love. I bought a book from

him, which I read ; and I asked him questions, which he
answered sincerely and without religious bias. For several

days I spoke with him, during which time many came to buy
the Scriptures. I found in him a spirit of love which I had
not found in any of the people of Kerman. After conversations

my heart opened to the truth. I asked his name and work.
He replied,

' My name is Hovhannes Shahijanian, and I am
an agent of a spiritual Society which seeks to guide men to

God by making known the truth to those who are in darkness.'

After hearing and accepting the truth, God is my witness that

my love for such a Society and its servant grows, and often

tears of gratitude and joy fall from my eyes. Christ knows
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how much I thank and praise Him, and pray for the good
success of His work. The pen cannot describe nor the tongue
express my thanks. As a token of my love I give the humble

gift of 50 krans (=1) to the Society, and it would be little

even if I gave myself to this work. If I had not my work as

a merchant, I should love to render work to the Society ; but
I will await to learn what His will for me is. I ask God to

bless the work of this Society, Amen and Amen.
" SOROOSHIAR KHUDADAD KEHOSRO."
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WALLS OF SALVATION AND GATES
OF PRAISE

AMONG the countless books which exist in the world

to-day, one Book stands out as beyond all question
the most influential. All serious men recognize and
admit the unique power of the Bible, even though they
confess themselves unable to find any sufficient reason

for this astonishing fact. Most ancient books are dead,
or dormant. Perhaps we cannot altogether explain

why the Scriptures have lived and go on living, any
more than we can explain why we ourselves are alive.

But assuredly no other book exhibits such strange

vitality, such miraculous potency. The New Testa

ment is being read and studied and pondered and
discussed more eagerly than ever. No other book
arouses such hostility, while no other book enlists such

legions of propagandists. It is speaking already in

almost all the languages of mankind ; and wherever

it carries its message it creates moral and spiritual
effects which bear witness that it has proceeded from
God. Out of the latest reports of the Bible Society we
borrow fresh testimonies to prove that in every country,

among people of all colours and classes, the printed

Gospel can convey the power of God unto salva

tion, transforming men's characters into goodness and

kindling their hearts with praise.
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The Virtue of God's Book.

The Bible itself is an incomparable missionary. It

makes its way into closed lands, where Christian

teachers are shut out. The New Testament proves the

most evangelical of all evangelists, and its printed

pages can speak even apart from human comment.
For God becomes His own interpreter.

In the Republic of Uruguay a farm-hand employed
at San Juan, near Conchillas, bought a Spanish Bible.

He was so pleased with it that he went round recom

mending it to all his fellow-workmen, saying,
"
This

is the Book which makes men good."
An Indian missionary in the Central Provinces writes :

" A low-caste farmer, who has had little or no teaching,
said :

'

By reading the Gospel only have I learned of

Jesus.'"
"

In Venezuela the Rev. E. Barton, of the South

American Missionary Society, who is stationed at San

Cristobal, describes two valuable recruits, a father and

son, named Ortega :

"
They had bought St. John's

Gospel two years ago from a B.F.B.S. colporteur, and

having read it carefully they were so impressed that

they purchased 200 Gospels and gave these to their

friends as they rode about the country," among herds

men and cattle-dealers on scattered farms.
" The

younger Ortega says that in many a solitary hut and

farmhouse he has read aloud from the Gospels far on

into the night."
A Telugu immigrant in Burma paid 3 rupees for a Bible

in his own tongue. He was asked :

"
Why do you

want a Christian Bible ?
" He took out two small

Gospels and said :

"
I love these two little books.

They have been my companions for months. They
contain many words of comfort for a poor sinner like

me. That is why I want a copy of your Holy Bible."
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In Japan a young man stopped Colporteur Shinonome

on the road with these words :

"
I want very much

to thank the Bible Society for its work. Three years

ago I bought a New Testament from Mr. Lawrence

[our sub-agent] while I was a student at a middle school.

I read the book and believed its teaching. Last year
I was baptized ; and now every day is a happy day
for me."
At Catania, in Sicily, a man stopped our colporteur

and asked :

" Do you remember selling me a Gospel ?
"

" Yes : have you read it ?
" "I have, and the book

has done me good, as my wife here can testify." His

wife said, "It is true. There was hardly a day when
he did not come home drunk. He used to blaspheme
continually, and sometimes he raised his hand against
me. Now he is a different man, and every night before

he goes to bed he reads from his little book." Her
husband added :

" Now I want you to sell me that

big book which you showed me last time."

At Beirut in May, 1921, an intelligent young man
came into our depot to buy an Arabic Bible. He
said that during the war he had served as an officer

of the Turkish army in Palestine, where he took part
in destroying a Christian church near Gaza. From
this church, however, he carried off a book, and as he

was wounded soon afterwards, he began to read it while

he lay in hospital, and discovered it to be a Bible.

Being an educated Moslem, he was well acquainted
with the Koran ; and by comparing the two volumes

he became convinced that the Bible was the true book
from God. For a long time he remained a Christian

in secret ; but after the war he found employment in

a bank at Damascus, where he met a priest and received

baptism in the Roman Church. Thereafter he was so

persecuted and threatened by Moslems that he went
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for months in fear of his life, and had come to Beirut

in order to leave Syria. This young man showed a
clear grasp of the Scriptures and a simple knowledge
of the way of salvation through our Lord Jesus Christ.

In France

A Frenchwoman told our colporteur :

" Here is my
consolation. I was born into a comfortable home,
and for a long time I had plenty of friends. Then
came sickness, my husband died, and afterwards

I lost our cattle. Now I am left poor, and with five

children all young. My friends deserted me. But
I have read the New Testament which I bought from

you some time ago, and I can say that I have found all

you understand ? all that is needful to comfort me
and keep me from losing hope. I have found my
Saviour, and the hope of meeting again in heaven him
whom I have lost."

The Blind receive their sight.
"
It is a pity that you are blind," said a colporteur to

a Frenchman. "
Why ?

" he asked :

" Don't you know
that when I could see I was blind, and that now I

am blind I can see ? Every day my wife or my children

read to me from the New Testament that I bought from
a pedlar like you perhaps it was you. Yes, I see

and appreciate the great value of this book. Through
it I have gained the faith that I trust will never fail me."
"In one house that I visited," writes a colporteur

in the south of France,
"
I found that the son had been

presented with a copy of St. John's Gospel while he

was serving in the army. He had read it constantly,
and now was glad to buy a Testament. His father,

a bed-ridden old man of eighty-three, told me that

he was ready to die, that his boy had often read to
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him from the Gospel, and that he remembered the

good word,
' He that believeth on the Son hath

eternal life.' I read to him and prayed with him, and

when we parted he gave me a rendezvous in heaven."

The Influence of a Depot Window.
Ahmet is an educated young Turk about thirty

years of age, who formerly served as a sub-lieutenant

in the Turkish army. To-day he is a Christian, and

he owes his conversion under God's mercy to the Turkish

editions of the Scriptures which are exhibited in the

window of our Society's depot at Athens.

While serving in the Turkish army in Asia Minor he had been

for years an unwilling witness of many atrocities on Armenians.

The barbarities committed by Turkish officers were terrible :

many of their commands he could not bring himself to carry

out, and he was able to save not a few Armenians from death.

Finally he deserted, and reached Smyrna ; the Greek Governor

sent him to Athens, where he obtained a temporary position
in the police force.

About six months later he chanced one day to pass the Bible

Society's depot, and became arrested by the Turkish editions

displayed in its window. He went inside and bought a Gospel,
and after reading it came back for a New Testament. This he

read carefully, and brought many questions for Mr. Sirinides,

our depositary, to answer. Then he purchased a Turkish Bible.

Finally, he told Mr. Sirinides that the Bible, like a mirror, had
shown him what he was a miserable sinner. Although he

had taken no part in the atrocities, he had committed many
sins. He had been a gambler and a drunkard, and three times

had attempted suicide, but each time was miraculously saved.

Now he had found Him Who is the Way, the Truth, and the

Life.

For a while Ahmet held a post on the staff of Venizelos ; but

when the change of Government took place at Athens, he was
thrown into prison by the victorious political party. He had
with him, however, his Bible, and he read to his fellow-prisoners
stories of other captives of Peter and Paul and Silas. Before

long he was released from prison, but without being allowed
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entire freedom ; at that time, moreover, he was quite without

means of support.
When his father heard of Ahmet's conversion to Christianity,

he refused to have anything further to do with his son. This

gave great sorrow to Ahmet, but he was strong in faith and

rejoiced to have found the way of salvation. In January. 1921,
he made a good confession, and was baptized at Athens in the

Greek Presbyterian Church. Soon after this he accepted a

position in an American school, where he is now teaching Turkish.

His great desire and hope are to take a theological course and

preach the Gospel to his own race. In a recent letter he blesses

the day when he saw the Word of God in our depot window.

Hostile Witnesses.

The mysterious spiritual power which resides in

Holy Scripture is recognized by its foes as well as its

friends. A colporteur in Persia was trying to induce

a Moslem to buy the Bible, when another man came
forward with the warning :

"
If you buy these books,

you will soon forsake your own religion." He went

on to say :

"
My brother was once a good Moslem,

who never missed saying his prayers. But he bought
a Bible from one of these colporteurs and read it con

stantly. He has ceased saying his prayers and left

off going to the mosque, and now he goes to the American

church every Sunday."
In Burma a village elder exclaimed to the crowd

round a colporteur :

"
Buy not ! buy not ! do ye not

know that those little farthing books contain a power
which will seduce you from your own religion and from

your ancestral customs ?
"

Early last summer a young Jew entered the Society's

depot at Tangier, and having a good knowledge of

Arabic he began to criticize the Arabic translation of

the Gospels.
"
I could do better than that myself,"

he said. Taking him at his word, Mr. Steven asked

him to translate some passage, and suggested Isaiah liii.
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Later on, Mr. Steven asked how he was progressing.
"
Very well indeed," he replied. But a week after

wards he met Mr. Steven in the street, and wringing
his hands as Easterns do he burst out excitedly,

" What
have you done to me ? What have you done to me ?

"

" What's the matter ?
" asked Mr. Steven.

"
Matter !

Need you ask ? That 53rd chapter of Isaiah is the

matter."
" But that is the Old Testament : I didn't

ask you to translate from the New Testament." "
Yes,

I know, but it is all the same : the trouble is, I can't

tell now whether I am a Jew or a Christian." He
kept repeating,

" Who hath believed our report ?
"

p.nd

"He was bruised for our iniquities." Though he did not

finish translating the chapter, at present he is doing

something more important : he is studying the New
Testament, and he has become convinced that Jesus

of Nazareth is the Man of sorrows and the promised
Messiah.

On the Rand.

In one of the compounds on the Rand a native

African told last year the story of his conversion. He
had been ill, and the native witch-doctor whom he

called in declared that his mother, far away in Central

Africa, was the cause of his sickness. He felt sure

this could not be, and ventured to disbelieve the witch

doctor, for he knew that his mother loved him. So

he read his Zulu Bible, and found spiritual healing
and light. He trusted the Lord Jesus Christ, and

sought to follow Him. At that time he had 80 saved

out of his earnings ; as an evidence of his joy he took

the whole of this money to build a small church, in

which he continues to bear witness for Christ.

At Johannesburg, in the prison yard for men awaiting
trial, Mr. Irving met a Basuto, who said,

"
I am saved
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now : I am very much saved." He held out a little

Gospel and said,
"
This book has been much blessed

to me especially the story about the young nobleman.

I've felt very bitter against the man who got me in

here. He did me a great wrong ; but I want to get

out, to tell him that I forgive him. Now I am so

happy."

In Ceylon.

Our experienced colporteur who works in the slum

areas of the city of Colombo and on the ships in Colombo
harbour did a great deal of visiting last year in the

local prisons. A murderer who had been sentenced to

death confessed to the colporteur that after his death-

sentence he was greatly troubled.
" But happily," he

said,
"
somebody gave me this Gospel, from which

I found that there was hope for a sinner like me ; and
now I know that through the grace of our Lord Jesus

Christ I am saved and at peace." He stated that he

had been reading several Buddhist books, but it was
his little Sinhalese Gospel which had helped him at

the last.

In Natal

In South Africa the Wesleyan Methodist Church

carries on a special mission among Indian immigrants
in Natal. Early in 1921, the Rev. C. S. Lucas, superin
tendent of this mission, reported the following instance

of the power of God's Word to touch men's hearts and

lives, even apart from any living teacher.

Two Hindus at Umbogintwini heard of Christ and His claims

from an evangelist. They felt in their hearts the emptiness of

their own creed ;
and although to accept the Gospel meant

social deprivations and persecutions, they could not suppress

the message in their consciences. As neither of them could

read or write, they asked a literate friend named Murughan, an
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avowed Hindu, to read to them the Gospels which the evangelist
had left behind, and they promised to pay him for his trouble.

Murughan began to read : he did not care what the volume

might be, so long as he was going to be paid. The next week
he came to them again, reading aloud while the others sat

and listened and questioned. Murughan's father was an orthodox

Hindu, who performed religious ceremonies and took part in

temple worship. He was the proud possessor of certain Hindu
sacred books, and to him Murughan brought the perplexing

questions which began to disturb his own mind as a result of

reading the Christian Gospel. His mother, although illiterate and
almost a fanatic in regard to her own creed, was a woman of

strong character, and she forbade her son to have anything to

do with the Christian book. Nevertheless, Murughan continued
to read the Gospel story. Its message softened his prejudices,
so that he declined to be paid for his services and himself became
an earnest student. One day while he was reading, the Light
dawned on him, and his doubts vanished. Murughan was led

to the feet of Christ, and accepted Him as his Saviour. In his

own home he testified to his new faith with such devotion and

insistency that his father was influenced to cast aside the sacred

books and utensils connected with Hindu ritual. But his mother
remained obdurate, lamenting her son's degradation, until at

last, according to her own account, she saw one day a vision

of Christ Himself, appearing to her in a bright light and calling
her. She avers that she heard Him call distinctly ; and from
that moment all her prejudices disappeared. She is now seeking
to win her other relatives to God, and every Sunday she walks
three miles with her second son to hear the Word of God in the

little mission church. This woman and her husband, together
with their son Murughan and his children, and eight other persons,
have been baptized.

"
Pin-pricks in a Bible."

Some eight or nine years ago a small secret society
was formed by a number of young men in the capital
of Madagascar a kind of freemasonry, to encourage

patriotic feeling and probably with some vague idea

of eventually getting rid of French control. This

was of course soon discovered by the French Govern-
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ment, and its members were severely punished. But,

together with those who were really guilty, there were
others accused who were perfectly innocent of any
disloyalty ; and among these was a Christian young
man who was then pastor of one of the churches in

Antananarivo. In prison he was very harshly treated,

and allowed no writing materials, pencil, or any books

except happily for him his Bible. And this is

what he wrote about his experience of imprisonment :

*'
I had often prayed before, but never had I so realized

the presence of Christ as then. He stood by me, He
helped me, He comforted me in those dark hours.

Before then I had read the Bible every day, but never

did its promises seem so precious as they became in the

prison. I had no pencil to mark the passages which

helped me : I had only a pin ; and when those weary
six months were ended, how full of pin-pricks was that

Bible of mine !

"

" A Scrap of Paper/'

The venerable Dr. J. Sibree, who has spent over

half a century as a L.M.S. missionary in Madagascar,
writes as follows :

"
Many years ago, when I was one of the committee appointed

to prepare a revised edition of our Malagasy Bible, I had as

my helper a good man named Rainivelo, a pastor of one of our

village churches. One day, after we had gone through the proof-

sheets, I said,
'

Rainivelo, how did you become a Christian ?

Was it in the time of the first missionaries ?
' He replied,

'

No, I was still a child when they left Madagascar, and it was
some years afterwards ; and it came about in this way. I was

walking one day in Antananarivo and I saw on the ground a

piece of printed paper. [In those days printed paper was a

very rare thing, for almost all books then were Christian books,
and the Queen had ordered them all to be given up to be de

stroyed.] I picked it up, and read it as I walked along. It was

half a leaf torn out from the Malagasy Book of Psalms, and, as
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in so many of the Psalms, the greatness and the majesty of

God were vividly described. I was very much impressed by
what I read, and I determined to get to know something more
about this God worshipped by the Christians. So I sought out

a man among my friends, whom I suspected to be one of the
"
praying people." Now, anyone who "

prayed
" then had to

be very cautious as to whom he talked with about religion,

lest he should be betrayed as disloyal. But when this friend of

mine saw that I was in earnest, he sat down and told me a good
deal about God, and more than that, a good deal about One,
Jesus Christ. It was the first of many conversations I had with

my friend ; and after some time I felt convinced that this same
Jesus Christ was Lord and Master, and that I ought to serve

Him, and that He was also Saviour and Redeemer, and He
could save me. I determined, therefore, to serve Him ; I

resolved to trust in Him for salvation ; and I have tried to do
both ever since.'

" The time was one of persecution, when it was a great risk to

be known as a Christian ; yet this good man's chief thought
was,

' Christ is Lord, I must serve Him ; Christ is Saviour, He
can save me.' And thus a mere fragment of the Bible,

' a

scrap of paper,' was made the power of God to the salvation

of a human soul."

Evidence from India.

A Hindu sadhu took the New Testament from the

folds of his robe and said to a missionary :

"
This

is my meat and my drink. The great difference between
Christ and all other gurus is that He will live long
after all the others are gone."
A missionary in North India reported last year this

definite result of reading the Scriptures :

" A young man came asking for a book from which he could
' learn something about a very good Man named Jesus.' He
received a Gospel, and later on the four Gospels and the Acts,
which he prayerfully and carefully read, constantly coming and

asking questions and receiving explanations. Finally he got
the whole New Testament. Through reading the Word of

God he was led out of darkness into light, and boldly confessed

Christ by being baptized. Fierce persecution followed, and
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many subtle means and traps were used in order to bring him
back into the pit from which he had been rescued. More than
once he was even in danger of losing his life. He says himself:
4 the hardest thing was when my mother pleaded with all the

tenderness of her heart, asking her darling son, the mother's

joy and pride, not to bring her grey head with sorrow to the

grave
'

; and when that was in vain, to hear the same dear

mother curse him, pull out her hair, and beat her head with a

brick.
'
I was ready then to fall on her neck, kiss and soothe

her and take all back ; but then I remembered the words, He
that loveth father or mother more than Me is not worthy of Me?
Those words gave strength to the sorely tempted boy, and he

remained steadfast in faith. To-day he is happy, and kept by
the power of God."

An officer in the Salvation Army, who had charge
of one of its Indian mission-stations near Allahabad,
writes as follows :

"
I gave an Urdu New Testament to a Mohammedan land

owner. He read it with keen interest, and desired to become
a Christian. But the hindrances seemed to him insurmountable.

Indeed, they were such that I could not give him any help ;

so I urged him to practise the teachings of Christ. In the field

one day I heard his farm-servants talking to mine. His men
were saying :

' It is a lot easier to work for Christian masters.'
'

But,' replied my man,
'

your master is not a Christian.'
'

Yes,
he is,' said his servants.

' Since he has been reading the book
the Miss Sahib gave him, he does just as she does. It is a

great change, I can tell you.' I discovered that the other

Mohammedans were facetiously calling him * the Christian

brother.'
"

Testimonies from China*

In the Province of Shantung a Chinese scholar named
Miao had been thrown into prison for political reasons.

At first his friends and neighbours used to pay him
visits ; but in time they grew weary of going and he
was left melancholy and alone. A Chinese Christian,

however, an able man who was holding a position of
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influence as headmaster of a school, visited the im

prisoned man and gave him a Bible. For several years
Mr. Miao in his prison studied this Bible, with other

books bearing on it, and little else beside. The result

is that he has now a most profound and accurate know

ledge of the Scriptures. He has become a thorough
Christian, and since his release he conducts five Bible

classes every week in his spare time at Tsinan, where

he is a professor of Chinese studies in the Shantung
Christian University.

It is curious to note by what texts different minds
are impressed and led. A recent Chinese convert was
asked through what agency he had found Christ. He
replied :

"
It was by means of a Bible which belonged

to a woman related to me. I felt in despair about

the world, amid its confusion and disorder ; but in

this woman's Bible I read Rev. xxi., which pictures
the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down out of

heaven from God. It was this passage which first

gave me hope for mankind and led me on to believe

in Christ."

The Wotd doing its own work.

The Rev. C. A. Bunting, of the China Inland *

Mission, Kanchow, writes :

" Some time ago a Chinese Christian who can just
'

spell
*

his Mandarin version was staying in an inn near here, and
at night, ere he retired, sat reading his Bible. Another guest
noticed him, and being of the well-read class came to see what
the book was. The Christian told him it was a Bible, a book
about which he, the stranger, knew nothing. But the stranger

indignantly replied that he too had a Bible. As they talked,
the Christian soon found out that this new-comer knew far more
about the book than he did ; so he asked if he had been to the

chapel ? No, he knew nothing about chapel. Had he seen

the foreigner? No, he knew nothing about the foreigner.
*
Well, come, and I will take you to see him,' said the Christian
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at last ; and he brought him into my study to talk about the

things of God. This good man had got hold of an Old Testament
from whom he did not say and he had been reading it, and

was very much helped especially by Psalm; and Proverbs and
Ecclesiastes. He said that the book was such that he always
found that when he was in difficulty he could get help from it.

In a few weeks he returned, and wanted to buy what was not
in his Bible ; he had come across certain books called Timothy,
Corinthians, Galatians, etc., and his Bible did not contain these ;

so he bought a New Testament and went away home to study it.

He returned again in a short time, and asked me to baptize him.

This was purely the fruit of book-selling, and a clear case of the

Word doing its own work."

44 These Books have made me happy."

The Rev. W. H. Hudspeth, Stonegateway, Chao-

tungfu, in the province of Yunnan, writes :

"
I went into a dirty, damp, dilapidated mud-hut. There

was no window, and it took some time for my eyes to become
accustomed to the darkness. By degrees I was able to discover

the object of my quest ... a sick man, who for three years
had been unable to walk. He was lying on goatskins spread

upon the cold floor. Close to him to keep him warm was a

fire, built up on the floor but without any fireplace or chimney.
Yet in spite of his pain, his poverty, and his helplessness, he

looked wonderfully contented. I asked him to tell me why he
was so happy. From under his pillow (a rough block of wood) he

pulled out two soiled books. One was the Gospel according to

St. Mark, the other was the Gospel according to St. John.
'

Teacher,' he whispered,
'
it is these two books that make me

contented, they have made me wonderfully happy,' and while

he spoke his very features were transformed. He could repeat
both Gospels from front to back. As I looked into his happy
face, I felt that if the Bible Society could have seen this one man
they would never, never, never regret the money they have

generously expended on printing the Scriptures for the once-

illiterate Miao."

A Rich Harvest.

Woo Yee, who is an elder in the Chinese Independent
Church, gives this personal testimony :
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"Ten years ago I bought the Gospels of St. Mark and St.

Luke and the Acts. I took them home to read, and thus got to

know the only true doctrine and the only way of salvation.

After a few months I went to listen at the local China Inland

Mission chapel, and when I understood the meaning of their

preaching I attended every service. After a time my whole

family believed in the Lord ;
and not only all my family, but also

the whole village ; and not only the whole village, but also the

people on the west of our village where there are now over 200

believers. Five branch chapels were opened last year. There
are two salaried preachers and more than twenty unsalaried

workers. The work is very prosperous, and new members are

being constantly added. At the Chinese New Year, in con

nection with the ' China for Christ
'

movement, we had five

bands of preachers going in every direction. At Ta Nan Ts'iien

Chi Chen a new church was established."

Chinese Coolies tome from France.

From the province of Shantung the Rev. H. Payne
sends his experiences among Chinese coolies who have
returned home from the seat of war. Some Chinese

Christian preachers, who work under Mr. Payne's
direction, had an urgent request to visit a village where
missionaries were unknown. People of all classes came
out to welcome them, and they found a company of

over eighty men and women who for some time past
had been gathering Sunday by Sunday for Christian

worship. Here, without the aid of missionaries or

evangelists, a Christian community had sprung up as

the result of the Word of God brought from a far-off

land. Out of that one village fourteen coolies had

gone to France, where they had all been drafted into

the same labour battalion and had also joined a Bible

class. Some unknown teacher in France laboured so

faithfully among these lads that they became con
vinced of the truth of the Gospel. On their return

home they resolved to stand together and found a
Christian community in their own village. They
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brought with them the Chinese New Testaments

(provided by the Bible Society) they had received

in France, and by their zeal and earnestness they
were able to organize a large gathering of wor

shippers. This has now been linked with the mission

Church in that district, and is being regularly visited

by trained Chinese evangelists.

A Stolen Bible.

From Brazil our veteran fellow-worker, Mr. F. C.

Glass, sends the following experience :

" At one town in Southern Brazil I met an old man of seventy
or more, who had first heard the Bible when he was a very little

boy. It was read aloud to him then by his sister. Being
a poor neglected orphan, he was specially attracted by the story
of our Lord receiving and blessing little children.

' He must
be fond of children,' he thought ;

'

nobody seems fond of me.'

When a priest discovered the Bible and burned it, the boy felt

the loss acutely, and resolved that when he grew up he would

get that book for himself. A few years later, while he was

leading a wild, reckless life, he met a colporteur from whom
he stole a Bible, and found in it to his satisfaction the well-

remembered passage. Soon the theft was discovered, and he

was compelled to return the book (surely a poor sort of col

porteur !). Then many years passed before another Bible came
in his way. However, he wanted to get an appointment which

required him to be able to read well, and he resolved to improve
himself ; so when he chanced to meet a man selling books, he

hastily bought the biggest volume in the stock, without inquiring
much as to its contents. On reaching home and examining
his purchase, he found to his astonishment and delight that

this was the very same book from which his sister used to read

to him when he was a lad. Now he began to study it in earnest,

and soon there gathered round him a group of interested neigh
bours. Hearing of a Gospel preacher who was stationed in a

town 250 miles distant, he sent for him at his own expense,

opened his house for meetings and gave his heart to the Lord.

Before very long an important Evangelical congregation became
established in that town, possessing its own fine church building
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and schools ; and there the old man is still an honoured office

bearer. Without doubt, the vast majority of the Evangelical
Churches in Brazil owe their existence to the Bible Society."

A Sunday-School Prize.

In England and Wales our Society supplies prize
Bibles at specially reduced rates to Sunday-schools in

need of help. Not long ago a Sunday-school in North
London received such a grant, and on the night when
the prizes were to be presented its hall was crowded
with children and their parents. One small boy of

seven, who had won a prize Bible for his good attend

ance and behaviour, was eagerly waiting for his name
to be read out. At last he heard it, and threaded his

way up on to the platform. Just at that moment
a man came lurching into the hall

;
and the boy

recognized his own father, noisily drunk. Only after

much persuasion was the disturber prevailed upon
to remain silent till the meeting ended. Then the

father went staggering home, followed close behind by
a little boy with his Bible in his hands and shame in

his heart. A few months later this same father came
to the Sunday-school officials and bore witness that

his life had been transformed. He told them that he

had begun to read that Bible which was presented to

his boy, and that, as he read, he had been convicted

of his sinfulness and led to his Saviour, and had given
himself up to serve God. To-day this man may be seen

bearing his testimony in the streets of North London,
and holding up his boy's Bible which was made the

means of his conversion.
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GIFTS FOR THE BUILDERS' WORK
THE Bible Society exists mainly for the poor of this

world. But it has never made a practice of giving its

books away broadcast. The most experienced and
successful Christian teachers, at home and abroad,

agree that to sell copies at low or nominal prices secures

far more effective and enduring results. Because,
human nature being what it is, people everywhere
white men and brown men, yellow men and black

men are more apt to read and preserve a book which

they have paid even a small coin to obtain. The great
bulk of the Society's books are cheap, popular editions ;

and the prices charged for these in any country are

fixed, not by what the books cost to produce and distri

bute, but by what the humblest class of readers in that

country can afford to pay.
In these hard times, and by reason of its efforts to

cope with unexampled demands for the Scriptures,

the Society has been passing through severe financial

strain. Every item of its working expenses has im

mensely increased. It must spend far more than ever

before to provide a living wage for its agents and col

porteurs, and to defray the transport and freight

and insurance of its books sent to distant lands. More
serious still is the increased cost of the volumes which

it exists to circulate. To-day it has to pay often two

or three times as much to produce its huge popular
editions as it paid before the war. Seven years ago
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its cheapest English Bible was priced at 6d., and the

Society (without reckoning any of its establishment

expenses) lost a little more than Id. on each copy ;

to-day the catalogue price of the same Bible is Is. 8d.,

but the loss on each copy is 6d. This only illustrates

what has taken place in hundreds of editions in many
languages. The Yoruba Bible formerly cost less than

Is. to produce ; to-day the same Bible is costing 3s. 4d.,

and it is sold throughout Nigeria for 2s. 6d. The
Persian Bible which we sell in Persia for lOd. costs the

Society about 3s. Our cheapest Chinese New Testa

ment, in the Mandarin version, is now sold all over

China for 2d. a copy, although its paper and printing
alone are costing 6d. Moreover, in many European
countries our vernacular Bibles, which are sold for much
less than they cost, are paid for in currency so depreciated
that the proceeds, when transferred to England, yield
a mere fraction of the Society's original outlay. Yet
the Society is in honour bound to keep its popular
editions so cheap that poor men in all countries can
afford to obtain God's Book. By vigilant business

administration the whole work is being carried on as

economically as possible. But the Society is now
losing far more heavily on its editions than it used to

lose eight years ago ; and the more books it sells, the

more money it loses.

At Calcutta the Oxford Mission publishes a weekly four-page

paper, The Epiphany. It deals almost exclusively with Indian

objections and difficulties in regard to Christian faith, and is sold

at the amazingly low subscription price of 4d. per annum. Each
number contains answers to questions which have reached the
Editor. The following appeared in the issue for Jan. 28th, 1922.

"
I am a poor man and wish to study the Bible. Will you

supply me with a copy ?
"

Answer. No ; however poor you are, you can afford a few

pice to buy a copy of one of the Gospels at a Bible Society depot.
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Free Gifts*

The Society, however, is not in bondage to its work

ing principle that normally the Scriptures shall be sold

rather than given away. While its popular editions

circulate all over the world at nominal prices, each of

its agents and corporteurs, whenever he finds any penni
less person who really desires a copy, has full dis

cretion to present the book to him as a gift. Moreover,
in cases of special opportunity or emergency or calamity

for the sick in hospitals, for criminals in prisons, for

children in orphanages, for provinces smitten with

famine or pestilence the Society at once relaxes its

normal rule, and gives the Scriptures freely and gener

ously to those who so sorely need consolation.

From this past year's experience we borrow a few

illustrations of the way in which God's Book is being
thus put into the hands of His children.

In Morocco a serious revolt of Berber tribesmen against the

Spanish Government caused the despatch of an expeditionary
force from Spain. More than 13,000 Spanish Gospels were

given away among these troops, for the most part before they
crossed the Mediterranean.

The new (Ecumenical Patriarch of the Orthodox Church
who is an Honorary Foreign Member of our Society was en

throned at Constantinople on Feb. 6th, 1922. In response to a

personal request from the Patriarch, the Society has made a

free grant of 2,000 Greek Testaments, which His Holiness

will distribute among Greeks who are refugees or otherwise

impoverished.
In Constantinople, where Russian refugees are still a great

host, none of them who showed any desire to possess the Scrip
tures has been refused by our colporteurs or turned away from
our depot doors, and 3,300 Bibles, Testaments and Gospels have
been distributed among them gratis.

From Egypt, the authorities of the Russian Hospital at Tel-el-

Kebir write :
" Please express to the Bible Society the deep

appreciation of the Russian refugees for the very generous gift

of the Scriptures made to them."
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In Tunisia 1,000 Russian New Testaments were given away

among the throngs of destitute refugees who had landed there

from South Russia.

In Italy 250 Italian Testaments have been placed in the State

prisons, and a letter from the Italian Home Office dated Rome,
April 10th, 1922, expressed

"
heartiest thanks and deep-felt grati

tude for this philanthropic deed."

Gifts to Students.

The Universities of India, with their affiliated colleges,

contain over 40,000 students. The Bible Society has

been offering each man, when he enters college, a copy
of the four Gospels and Acts in English ; half-way

through his course he is asked to accept an English
New Testament ; and when he has graduated, the

Society endeavours to arrange that he shall go forth

with the English Bible in his hands. During 1921

over 8,000 volumes were thus distributed as gifts

among the University students of India.

The Principal of a missionary college, who has had long experi
ence in both the north and the south of India, writes :

"
I am

not sure that the Bible Society is doing any greater work, or one
of more wide-reaching effect, than in the matter of these gifts.

I believe these Bibles are read and treasured in countless Hindu
homes and are doing an incalculable missionary service." Just

before our President, the Duke of Connaught, left India early
in 1921, he said :

" Send India your best, and you need have no
doubt or misgiving as to the course of your future partnership."
This the Bible Society is doing for India by giving it

"
tie

most precious thing this world affords."

English Bibles for the Blind.

Books in embossed type for the blind cannot be

other than cumbrous and expensive. A complete

English Bible in Braille type contains 5,356 pages, and
costs 14 to produce ; it fills thirty-nine volumes, which

occupy a shelf seven feet long. Each volume of the

Society's new English Braille Bible now costs from
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6s. 6d. to 8s. 3d. to produce, and is priced at Is. 6d.

Towards the cost of these books the Society now receives

a Government grant of 2s. 6d. per volume : the net loss

to the Society, therefore, ranges from 2s. 6d. to 4s. 3d.

per volume. In English 2,294 volumes in embossed

type were granted free, or sold, during 1921-22, and in

Welsh 55 volumes. Most of the English and Welsh
Institutions for befriending the blind obtain the Scrip
tures which they require from the Bible House at merely
nominal rates. Any poor blind applicant can obtain

a book of the English Bible in Braille type as a free

gift, on the recommendation of some minister of religion.

For Barnardo's Emigrants*
For many years Dr. Barnardo's Homes have been

justly famous for their efficient organization, and for

the very large number of destitute children whom they
receive,, educate, and start in life. Nearly 27,000

boys and girls trained in the Homes have been taken

out to Canada, where they almost invariably succeed

and often do remarkably well. Since 1888, it has

been a rule of the Bible Society to present each of these

emigrant boys and girls with a Bible on leaving England,
and down to the present time no fewer than 20,500
Bibles have been thus given away. Last year the

first party of Barnardo boys sailed for Australia, and
each of them carried a Bible from our Society. Our
friends will rejoice to realize the magnitude of this

silent and unobtrusive benefaction.

s. d.

Perhaps the briefest May meeting speech on record

was delivered by a bishop who once arrived at our

Anniversary very late.
"

I have three words to say
of this Society," he remarked :

" God bless it ! And
I will add three letters : . s. d." Then he sat down.
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Contributions reached the Society last year from

many picturesque and unexpected quarters. From
Abyssinia, Archbishop Mattheos sent 10 as

" a dona
tion from us towards the support of your Society and
its blessed work. We pray you to receive it along with
our thanks and indebtedness. The grace of our beloved

Redeemer be with us all. To Him be thanks always.
Amen. Adis Ababa, 22nd March, 1921. (Signed and

sealed) MATTHEOS, Archbishop of the Kingdom of

Ethiopia."

At Bombay a Parsee Christian handed in a cheque for Rs. 1001,

saying with emphasis,
"

I owe everything to the Bible."

A gift of 10 came from European worshippers ki Mombasa
Cathedral.

Friends in the New Hebrides missionaries and native Chris

tians sent 25.

From Bongandanga, Belgian Congo, a contribution of 375

francs = (7 10s.) represents the Christmas offerings of the Congo
Balolo Mission, sent as a thank-offering for the Bible Society's
edition of the New Testament in Mongo-Nkundu.
From Dungu, Belgian Congo, comes this touching letter from

members of the Africa Inland Mission :
" We the servants of

God at Dungu give these francs ( 10s.) to you to help the work
of God with a gift. The servants of God here at Dungu thank

you very much for the books you have sent to us containing
the Gospel of Jesus Christ. We are, Eriya, Loma, Yosua, Paulo"
From Mexico, Angola, the following autograph letter was sent

Jby Christians in Portuguese West Africa :

" TEACHERS IN ENGLAND,
" To you we write this letter to greet you, and to thank

y/)U for writing (printing) our language (Chokwe). We thank

you for your prayers to God, for we were those-of-darkness.

Now we have found the salvation and rest of the Lord Jesus

Christ. He, our Leader, and Shepherd, and Lord of all Lords.

Now we send you money equal to 20 escudos ( 10s.). Good it

is if you help us, day by day, year by year, month by month,
with the ' Words ' and prayer. This is all. We are

" THE ELDERS OF THE CHURCH AT KASAI."
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From the C.M.S. Hospital, Kampala, Uganda, Dr. Albert R.

Cook, O.B.E., wrote :
" Herewith the annual subscription of

my wife and myself to your splendid work. Twenty-five years
of medical missionary work in Central Africa have emphasized
the amazing debt we owe."

From Mandalay the Rev. Arthur H. Bestall, of the W.M.M.S.,
writes :

" At the Home for Lepers I had recently held a ' Bible

Sunday
' and had told the congregation of the need of the British

and Foreign Bible Society. There was real attention given to

the address, and genuine sympathy shown. The collection

amounted to nearly ten shillings, the congregation to perhaps

eighty, but not one of that number had wherewith to give more
than a mite. Yet last night the hospital assistant said,

'

Among
the coins (farthings, mostly) in the Bible Sunday collection was
a rupee (Is. 4d.), and it was put in by one of the poorest of the

lepers.' When asked how he would find enough left to buy
food, he said,

' No matter ; I will eat less ; I want my money
to do good. We have Bibles in the Home worth a shilling,

and we only pay twopence for them. This is a good work.'

The poor inmate added,
'
I don't want anybody to know it

is nothing to talk about.' "

In the Scilly Islands a lady read this account of how a leper
in Burma had denied himself food that he might save a rupee
for the collection. His touching example stirred her to organize
a sale of work, which has resulted in 25 19s. for our Society.
She writes :

"
I want you to regard my cheque as God's increase

on that poor leper's rupee."
The Society received $202 (23 11s. 4d.) from the Tamil Christian

Sisters' Union in Penang. These Indian ladies formed a working
party, and held a bazaar, which realized this amount.

It is wonderful what can be achieved by the diligent use of

Bible-boxes. Our Camborne Auxiliary has about sixty boxes

in use. From 1903 to 1921 inclusive, these Camborne boxes

have yielded altogether no less than 1,027 for the Society.
At Brighton an old man of eighty brought in 3 16s. 9d.

which he had received from 158 different subscribers in sums

varying from a penny to 12s.

One devoted friend
" sends with thankfulness the enclosed

cheque for 20 to the Bible Society as part proceeds of the sale

of her piano."
Ten guineas came from a special collection at Blackheath, to

purchase a new camel for the Society's colportage caravan in
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Mongolia, where several of our camels had died during the

severe winter.

The Liverpool Choral Society sent 100, the net proceeds of

a public rendering of Handel's Messiah in the Philharmonic

Hall.

A warm friend writes from Yorkshire :
"
Through the help

given by your Society in supplying copies at reduced rates, I

have been able during the past seven years to send out nearly

200,000 Gospels, which must have reached fully a quarter of a

million people or even more. These Gospels mostly French

have gone to soldiers in France, Silesia, North Africa, and
even India and China ; to men on service and in hospital, and
to some in prison ; to sailors at naval depots and on board

submarines, torpedo-boats, despatch-boats, etc., as well as to

many members of the Flying Corps and to men at military

colleges and physical culture centres. The very small cheque
herewith enclosed is only 10 ; we wish we could increase it a

hundredfold."

Expenditure*

In view of the Society's grave financial condition

announced at our last annual meeting, the Committee

have carried out a policy not only of strict economy
but of severe retrenchment. Every heading of expendi
ture therefore exhibits some considerable decrease.

Altogether, the Society's expenditure during the past

year sank to 382,265 ; this shows a decrease of 64,918

on the expenditure during 1920-21 which was 447,183

(in addition to 45,000 met by special funds).

, Though the prices charged for most of the Society's
editions have been perforce increased since the war,
on account of the changed value of money, the losses

still incurred by sales are far heavier than they were

in 1913. Moreover, as the Archbishop of Canterbury
wrote in October, 1921 :

"
It is of the very essence of

the Society's life that it should place copies of the

Holy Scriptures in different languages in the hands of

even the poorest. . . . The only remedy is an appeal
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for further aid from those who believe with us in the

power of the Bible to touch the hearts of men."
One of the results of the increased burden of taxation

is to diminish seriously the amount of money which

good people are able to give away. England ranks

among the most benevolent countries in the world, and

year by year we recognize the claims of religion and

philanthropy in a splendid fashion. To-day Christian

men are not less generous and liberal-hearted, but

they discover that the resources of benevolence are to

some extent running dry. We have to recognize that

taxation and trade depression may lead to the straiten

ing of religious and missionary enterprises at a time

when it is vitally important that such enterprises
should expand.

Income*

All the more thankfully do we acknowledge the

splendid response to the urgent appeal which the

Committee sent out last autumn for 75,000 additional

income. In May, 1921, a few generous friends offered

8,000, on condition that others would contribute an

equal sum, either in new annual subscriptions or by
the increase of existing subscriptions, before the close

of our financial year. That challenge has been amply
secured. We owe a peculiar debt of gratitude to

thousands of lady collectors, both at home and over

seas : they will rejoice with us over the result of their

devoted service. In time of need the Bible Society
has not been deserted by lovers of the Bible.

The Society's receipts through normal channels for

1921-22 rose to the total of 394,230, a figure which
is 18,702 above the corresponding receipts for 1920-21,
and surpasses the ordinary income previously recorded

for any year in the Society's history.
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GIFTS FOR THE BUILDERS' WORK
The Outlook.

During the year which ended on March 31st, 1922,

the Society received nearly 12,000 more than it spent
a result which has called forth heartfelt thanks giving

to God. There are urgent reasons why we should

continue both to pray and to work for a further increase

of income.

This surplus, however, was secured by reducing the

expenditure of the previous year to the extent of

110,000. This was possible, partly (a) through varia

tions in exchange advantageous to the Society ; and

(b) through a fall in the cost of producing the Scriptures ;

but mainly (c) because the Society cut down the size

of the editions it reprinted. Consequently its stocks

are now below the level needed to meet all demands.
Besides drastically cutting down the expenditure, the

Committee made strenuous efforts to increase the

Society's income. In response to their appeal for

funds, generous gifts were made last year some of

which will not recur. They also advanced the selling

prices of the Society's editions ; the average rates

charged for the books are still below cost, though so

high as seriously to check circulation.

THE COMMITTEE AIM AT RAISING THE ANNUAL
INCOME OF THE SOCIETY TO 450,000 WHICH MEANS

56,000 MORE THAN WAS RECEIVED LAST YEAR.

Though this result may not be reached within the

next twelve months, it is certain that the whole amount,
or more, will be needed in the near future.

The Committee estimate that this increased income
is required

(a) To restore their colportage on the Continent of

Europe to its pre-war strength.

(&) To enable them to reorganize their work in

Russia and Siberia, as the doors open.
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(c) To meet the great increase in sterling expenditure
which is inevitable as the exchange-rates in Europe
become stabilized.

(d) To provide versions and editions to keep pace
with the growth of the Christian Church on the mission

field, and with the steady expansion of foreign

missions.

This increase in income can only be secured by

personal sacrifice the consecration of time and thought
and money. The inspiration and fruit of sacrifice

come through prayer.

The Blessing and Burden of Stewardship.

A gifted American teacher points out that one marvel

of this new era is the romance of stewardship. The
avenues lie open down which our pennies, or our

millions, can march together to the succour of mankind.

It is a miracle of science, directed by the spirit of

Christian service, that a man busy with his daily duty
at home can yet at the same time be preaching the

Gospel in China, healing the sick in Nigeria, teaching
in the schools in India, and building a new civilization

at the head-waters of the Nile. Each of us can convert

his money into the Book which is a naturalized citizen

of all countries, and speaks all languages, and brings

light wherever the sun shines. We live in an age which

imposes on us this privilege with its corresponding

responsibility.
"
Brother," said a Korean Christian,

" God has given us His Word ;
but we cannot get the

full blessing out of it till we have given it to others."
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NOTICE RESPECTING REMITTANCES.

Subscriptions and donations are received at the Bible

House, 146, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.G. 4 ; also at

the Society's Bankers, THE BANK OF ENGLAND, Threadneedle

Street, E.G. 2, and WILLIAMS DEACON'S Bank, Limited, 20,

Birchin Lane, E.C. 3; advice being sent to the Secretaries at

the Bible House. Cheques (crossed on the Bank of England),

Bankers' Drafts, and Post Office Orders (on the General Post

Office) should be made payable to The British and Foreign

Bible Society, and addressed to the Secretaries.

Letters containing Orders for Books are requested to be

addressed, prepaid, to the British and Foreign Bible Society,

146, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C. 4. The Society's Depot
is open from 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m., the Offices from 9 a.m.

to 5 p.m. On Saturdays the Depot and the Offices close at

12.30 p.m. The Bible House is closed on the usual public

holidays.

FORM OF A BEQUEST TO THE SOCIETY.

/ bequeath the sum of Pounds sterling

free of Legacy Duty to "THE BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIBLE

SOCIETY," instituted in London in the year 1804, to be paid for
the purposes of the said Society to the Treasurer for the time

being thereof, whose Receipt shall be a good discharge for the

same.

HOME TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS: Testaments Cent London.

FOREIGN TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS : Testaments London.

TELEPHONE : 2030 Central ; 6174 City.
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Representatives Abroad.

Rev. E. W. SMITH, 2, Maiaon Dieu Road, Dover, Secretary for

Western Europe. 1916.

Monsieur A. L. VASSEUR, 58, Rue de Clichy, Paris, Superin
tendent for France and Belgium.

Rev. Dr. ENRICO PONS, 25, Foro Italico, Rome, Superintendent
for Italy.

Senor A. ARAUJO, 2 y 4, Flor Alta, Madrid, Superintendent
for Spain.

Mr. R. MORETON, Praca de Luiz de Camoes 20, Lisbon,

Superintendent, for Portugal.

(Not yet appointed) Secretary for Central Europe.
Herr A. HARTKOPF, 31, Bernburger Strasse, Berlin, Superin

tendent for Germany and Austria.

Mr. F. THOMASKO, 4, Dcakter, Budapest, Superintendent for

Hungary.
Mr. ALEXANDER ENHOLC, Hortensia 3, Warsaw, Superin

tendent for Poland.

Colporteur J. SPACEK, Soukenickd ul. No. 15, Prague II,
Czecho-Slovakia.

Mr. J. W. WILES, M.A., 25, Pop Lukina ulica, Belgrade, Secretary
for South-East Europe. 1920.

Mr. VELIMLR JEREMITCH, 25, Pop Lukina ulica, Belgrade,

Depositary for Yugo-Slavia.
Mr. J. KLEIN, Strada Robert de Flers, Josta Surorilor No. 18,

Bucharest, Superintendent for Rumania.
Rev. IVAN GANTCHEFF, ulica

"
6 September," No. 13, Varna,

Superintendent for Bulgaria.
Mr. A. L. HAIQ, Assistant Secretary, 10, Tunnel Passage,

Pera, Constantinople.
Mr. P. J. SIRINIDES, 2, Philhellene Street, Athens, Superin

tendent for Greece.
Mr. ATHANASE SINAS, Korytza, Depositary for Albania.
Mr. E. MISAELIDES, Depositary, Smyrna.

Mr. WALTER DAVIDSON, Secretary for North-East Europe, Fredricks-

gatan, 39, lokal 28, Helsingfors, Finland. 1895
Mr. E HACKMAN, Depositary, B.F.B.S., 6 Sjomansgatan,

Helsingfors.

Colporteur J. AUNWERDT, Dorpat, Esthonia.
Mr. M. NEKDBE, Depositary, Riga, Latvia.

Colporteur A. NEYMANN, Depositary, 12, Ekaterinhqf Prospect,
Petrograd.

Mr. C. T. HOOPER, Bible House, Port Said, Secretary for Egypt. 1909.
Mr. ATHANASIAN, Sub-agent.
Mr. W. H. CUMMIN, Sub-agent, Alexandria.
Mr. A. O. NEVE, Depositary, Bible House, Jerusalem.
Mr. T. P. BEVAN, Sub-agent, Adis Ababa, Abyssinia.

Mr. W. J. W. ROOMS, B.F.B.S., P.O. Box 145, Kampala, Secretary
for East Central Africa. 191(5.
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Representatives Abroad (continued).

Mr. R. G. STEVEN, Rue de Fez, Tangier, Secretary for North
Africa. 1919.

Monsieur CHAS. BONNET, 43, Rue d'lsly, Algiers, Superin
tendent for Algeria.

Rev. A. W. BANFIELD, P.O. Box 78, Lagos, Secretary for West
Africa. 1915.

Rev. H. P. M. STEIJN, P.O. Box 215, Cape Town, Secretary for
the Cape Province. 1922.

Mr. W. WATTS, Assistant at Cape Town.
Rev. GEORGE LOWE, P.O. Box 639, Johannesburg, Secretary for

Central South Africa and Natal. 1903.
Mr. H. L. POTGIETEB, Assistant at Johannesburg.

Mr. A. L. HOPE, B.F.B.S., Julfa, Ispahan, Secretary for Persia. 1913
Mr. GEORGE MACKERTICH, Julfa, Ispahan, Sub-agent.

Rev. A. W. YOUNG, 23, Chowringhee Road, Calcutta, Secretary at
Calcutta. 1904.

Mr. R. A. ADAMS, 170, Hornby Road, Bombay, Secretary at Bombay.
1907.

Rev. W. J. MOWLL, Relief Secretary. 1913.

Rev. W. E. H. ORGANS, B.A., B.D., P.O. Box 502, Madras,
Secretary at Madras. 1905.

Rev. A. R. FULLER, St. Mark's Road, Bangalore, Hon. Secretary and
Treasurer at Bangalore. 1922.

*Mr. A. E. BUTLER, 16, Thornhill Road, Allahabad, Secretary for

North India. 1909.

Mr. W. H. L. CHURCH, Bible Depot, Anarkali Street, Lahore,
Secretary for the Panjab. 1902.

Rev. W. SHERRATT, 19, Sule Pagoda Road, Rangoon, Secretary for

Burma. 1898.

{Mr. T. GRACIE, Bible House, Union Place, Colombo, Secretary for

Ceylon. 1908.

Mr. B., PURDY, 17-2 Armenian Street, Singapore, Secretary for

Malaya. 1921.

Mr. P. PENNINGA, Bandoeng, Java, Sub-agent.
Rev. W. H. WILLIAMS, Bible House, Kuala Lumpur, Federated

Malay States, Sub-agent.
Rev. G. H. BONDFIELD, D.D., 3, Hongkong Road, Shanghai, Secretary

for China. 1895.

Mr. U. BRINER, Assistant at Shanghai.
Rev. TILDEN ELDRIDGE, Assistant at Shanghai.
Mr. G. A. ANDERSON, Mukden, Sub-agent for Manchuria.
Mr. A. F. ALMBLAD, Kalgan, Sub-agent for Mongolia.
Mr. J. J. TOOP, Tientsin, Sub-agent for Chihli, etc.

Rev. A. H. FISHER, Tsinanfu, Sub-agent for Shantung.
* Deceased since March 3\st, 1922.

t Secretary of Colombo Auxiliary from 1895.
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Representatives Abroad (continued).

Mr. G. M. FRANCK, Cfiengtu, Sub-agent for Szechwan, etc.

Rev. R. J. GOULD, Hankow, Sub-agent for Central China.
Rev. H. O. T. BURKWALL, Canton, Sub-agent for Kwangsi

and N. and E. Kwangtung.
Rev. H. E. ANDERSOW, Hongkong, Sub-agent for Hongkong

and Indo -China.
Mr. F. PARROTT, 95, Yedo Machi, Kob6, Secretary for Japan. 1899.
Mr. HUGH MILLER, B.F.B.S., Chongno, Seoul, Secretary for Korea. 1905.

Mr. THOMAS HOBBS, Assistant.

Mr. CHAS. E. BOWEN, Bible House, 242, Pitt Street, Sydney,
Secretary for New South Wales. 1903.

Mr. ERNEST J, GOSBELL, Bible House, 241-243, Flinders Lane,
Melbourne, Secretary for Victoria. 1922.

Rev. G. M. CLARK, Bible House, 108, George Street, Brisbane,
Secretary for Queensland. 1906.

Rev. J. H. SEXTON, Bible House, Grenjell Street, Adelaide, Secretary
for South Australia. 1907.

Rev. A. S. J. FRY, B.F.B.S., 167, St. George's Terrace, Perth,

Secretary for Western Australia. 1911.
Rev. A. S. BRYANT, Launceston, Organizing Secretary for Tas

mania., 1920.
Rev. A. T. THOMPSON, M.A., B.D., Wellington, Secretary for New

Zealand. 1918.
Mr. W. C. K. TORRE, Casilla del Correo, 5, Buenos Ayres, Secretary

for Argentina, Uruguay and Paraguay. 1917.
Rev. A. TELFORD, Caixa 73, Rio de Janeiro, Secretary for Brazil.

1917.
Rev. W. H. RAINEY, B.A.., F.R.G.S., Apartado de Correo, 157,

Caracas, Secretary for Venezuela, Colombia and Ecuador.
1916.

Mr. A. R. STARK, Casilla 568, Valparaiso, Secretary for Chile,

Bolivia, and Peru. 1901.
Mr. D. BRACKENRIDGE, Casilla 58, Callao, Sub-agent for Peru.

Rev. W. B. COOPER, M.A., D.D., 16, College Street, Toronto,
Secretary for Canada. 1907.

The following District Secretaries are on the Staff of the Canadian
Bible Society :

Rev. W. E. Hassard, B.A., B.D., Toronto.
Rev. R. J. Bowen, F.R.G.S., London.
Rev. E. Salter, Winnipeg.
Rev. J. Knox Wright, D.D., Vancouver.
Rev. H. D. Marr, B.A., Calgary.
Rev. W. F. Crawford, B.A., B.D., Ottawa.
Rev. G. A. MacLennan, B.A., Montreal.
Rev. F. S. Porter, M.A., B.D., St. John.
Rev. C. W. McKim, M.A., Edmonton.
Rev. J. B. Taylor, Saskatoon.
Rev. J. Reid, Regina.
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Home District Secretaries*

Appointed.

Rev. W. R. Bowman, B.A., Rowley Avenue, Stafford 1897.

Rev. W. G. Jones, B.A., 36, Abinger Road, Bedford Park, London 1897.

Rev. J. Alston, M.A., 9, Priory Road, Kew, Surrey 1901.

Rev. T. Smetham, 53, St. Augustine's Avenue, Croydon 1902.

Rev. Walter Wall, 12, Chestnut Road, Moscley, Birmingham 1905.

Rev. T. A. Wolfendale, M.A., 2, Grove Bank, Duffield Road, Derby 1905.

Rev. J. Addison Ingle, M.A., Lanteglos, Wilderness Road, Plymouth 1905.

Rev. H. K. Marsden, M.A., 4, Ashwood Terrace, Headingley, Leeds 1909.

Rev. H. J. Cossar, M.A., St. Luke's Lodge, Alpha Road, Cambridge 1910.

Rev. George Daunt, M.A., 8, Claremont Crescent, Weston-super-
Mare 1011.

Rev. George Hanson, 66, Maple Terrace, Newcastle-on-Tyne 1913.

Rev. W. G. Roberts, M.A., 118, Hurst Grove, Bedford 1913.

Rev. E. W. G. Hudgell, M.A., 10, Talbot Road, Highgate, N. 6 1914.

Rev. A. Wellesley Jones, B.A., B.D., Leven Grove, Kilmorey Park, 1914.

Chester

Rev. W. Crwys Williams, 1, Richmond Villas, Swansea 1915.

Rev. J. Crossley, 18, Grosvenor Road, Scarborough 1915.

Rev. Tom Bring, Montclair Drive, Mossley Hill, Liverpool 1915.

*Rev. R. B. Seccombe, M.A., 42, Dallas Road, Lancaster 1920.

Rev. A. W. M. Cassan, M.A., M.C., 442, Unthank Road, Norwich 1920.

Rev. W. A. Ferris, M.A., 34, Albert Road, Gaversham, Reading 1920.

Rev. A. G. Williamson, M.A. , 135, Deansgate, Manchester 1922,
* Resigned, October 1922.
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SUMMARY
THE Society's issues now to be reported for the year 1921-22

have amounted to 8,589,652 copies of the Scriptures 66,000
fewer than in the previous year. This total was made up of

746,693 Bibles, 884,113 New Testaments, and 6,958,846 smaller

portions containing not less than one complete book of Scripture.
This total has only twice before been exceeded except during
the abnormal period of the war.

Since its foundation in 1804 the Bible Society has issued over

328,000,000 copies of the Scriptures. Of these, more than

100,000,000 have been in English.

Translation and Revision.

Never before in the Society's history could it announce that

in the space of twelve months TWELVE NEW LANGUAGES had
been added to the list of versions in which it has sent out the

Scriptures. In May, 1913, the number of languages on the

Society's list had reached 450 : to-day the total has risen to

550 an addition of 100 fresh languages in nine years, which
included the years of the great war. The list now includes

the complete Bible in 135 forms of speech, and the complete
New Testament in 120 others.

To illustrate this vital department of the Society's enterprise,
a revised and enlarged edition of The Gospel in Many Tongues
has been issued by the Editorial Superintendent, which pre
sents a text of Scripture printed in 543 different forms of speech.

The Partner of Missions.

The foreign missions of almost every Reformed Church draw
their supplies of the Scriptures from the Society, which has never
refused to publish a duly authenticated version of Scripture
in any new form of speech. It prints the editions which the

missionaries need ; it sends them out to remote stations ; and
it does this on such terms that, as a rule, no part of the cost

falls on the exchequer of the mission which receives and dis

tributes the books.
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The Anglican Communion throughout the world is teaching

to-day in about 200 separate languages and dialects. Versions

in no fewer than 185 of these are obtained by Anglican Missions

from the Bible Society. Thus the S.P.G. has procured 83

versions, and the C.M.S. has used 127 versions. In propor

tion, equally important help is rendered to the U.M.C.A., the

Melanesian Mission, the S.A.M.S., and the Anglican Mission

in New Guinea.

The Foreign Missions of the Free Churches obtain from the

Bible Society the bulk of all the versions they need. It furnishes

the London M ^ionary Society with 60 versions, and Methodist

Missionary Societies with 105. Presbyterian Missions through
out the world use 153 of its versions. It published the Kongo
Testament for the Baptist Missionary Society, and supplies many
Baptist stations in China, Burma, Africa, and the West Indies.

The China Inland Mission and other undenominational societies

obtain from the Bible House practically all the editions of the

Scriptures which they use.

The Society does not limit its help to British missionary
societies. It also supplies numerous foreign mission stations

belonging to the Reformed Churches of Finland and Sweden
and Norway and Denmark, of Holland and France and Germany
and Switzerland, and of the United States.

More than 900 native Christian colporteurs were at work
week by week throughout the year 1921, supervised by the

Society's foreign officials or its missionary friends. In spite of

many hindrances these colporteurs sold last year not far short

of five million copies of the Scriptures.
The enterprises and triumphs of Christian Missions are creating

as many new and imperious claims upon this Society. Each new
tribe evangelized, each fresh language reduced to writing and

grammar, each new convert baptized, means a new call for help
from the resources of the Bible House help which is most gladly

given, without creating a charge upon the funds of the Mission

which is aided thereby.

The Work at Home.

The Society's editions are produced under conditions of labour

which are scrupulously guarded by the Committee. The heavy
loss entailed by the publication of our popular English editions

of the Bible and Testament at such low prices is borne by the
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Society's funds, and forms one important contribution by the

Bible Society to the cause of home missions.

Apart from the losses involved in the sales of its books at

catalogue prices, the Society spent nearly 2,700 in England
and Wales last year, mainly in special grants of the Scriptures
free or at greatly reduced rates to the schools and home
missions of nearly every Christian Communion, and to all the

varied agencies of religious and philanthropic activity.
In order to assist and increase the circulation of the Bible

in our own country, especially in places which are not reached

by ordinary booksellers, the Committee grant special colportage
terms to all societies and institutions which regularly carry on
the sale of the Scriptures by colportage among the poor in

England and Wales.

Nearly all the English and Welsh Institutions for befriending
the blind obtain the Scriptures which they require from the

Bible House at merely nominal rates. Each volume of the

Society's new English Braille Bible now costs from 6s. 6d. to

8s. 3d. to produce, and is priced at Is. 6d. Towards the cost

of these books the Society now receives a Government grant
of 2s. 6d. per volume : the net loss to the Society, therefore,

ranges from 2s. 6d. to 4s. 3d. per volume. In English or Welsh

2,294 volumes in embossed type were granted free, or sold, during
1921-22. Any poor blind applicant can obtain a book of the

English Bible in Braille type as a free gift, on the recommendation
of some minister of religion.

Students at Theological and Missionary Colleges received last

year as gifts 238 Old Testaments in Hebrew, 410 New Testa

ments in Greek and 12 New Testaments in Latin.

Auxiliaries.

At the end of March, 1922, the Society had 5,084 Auxiliaries,

Branches, and Associations in England and Wales. In connexion

with these, during the previous twelve months, 4,186 meetings
were held, and 4,134 sermons preached, on behalf of the

Society.
Outside the United Kingdom the Society has about 5,000

Auxiliaries and Branches, mainly in the British Dominions and
Colonies. Many of these carry on vigorous Bible distribution

in their own localities, besides sending generous contributions

to London.
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Finance.

Expenditure.
In view of the Society's grave financial condition announced

at our last annual meeting, the Committee have carried out a

policy not only of strict economy but of severe retrenchment.

Every heading of expenditure during the past year shows a con

siderable decrease. On translating, revising, printing, binding,

and transporting the Scriptures, we laid out altogether 213,770 ;

this is 88,000 less than in the year previous. On colporteurs
we have spent 44,373 ; this is nearly 8,000 less than in the

year previous. It must be noted, however, that owing to

favourable rates of foreign exchange the reduction in outlay has

not involved always a corresponding decrease in work.

Altogether, the Society's expenditure during the past year
has amounted to 382,265 ; this shows a decrease of 64,918

on the expenditure during 1920-21 which was 447,183 (in

addition to 45,000 met by special funds).

Receipts.

Turning to the Society's income, we note that donations paid
in London rose last year to 45,946 ; this is more than 20,000
above such donations in the year previous.
From legacies the Society has received 47,403, which is

1,778 below the recent annual average ; according to rule,

this difference of 1,778 has been taken from the Legacy
Equalization Fund, so that the sum carried into account from

legacies is 49,181.

The Society's receipts from sales sank to 145,632 which
shows a decrease of 4,681 on the previous year. This falling

off appears mainly in the sales of better-bound Bibles. Though
the prices charged for most of the Society's editions have been

perforce increased since the war, on account of the changed
value of money, the losses incurred by sales are still far heavier

than they were in 1913.

Contributions from Auxiliaries.

The Society's Auxiliaries at home and abroad contributed

last year the splendid sum of 146,174 ; this is 11,007 more
than their contributions in 1920-21. In England the Auxiliaries

have paid in 80,067 (an increase of 13,840) ; and in Wales

7,797 (a decrease of 685).
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The Hibernian Bible Society sent 2,126. From the Conti

nent of Europe we received 927, of which 399 came from

Italy. South Africa remitted 4,593 (besides payments of

7,500 on account of legacies) ; India and Ceylon raised 6,006 ;

China raised 1,376 ; Japan and Korea raised 383. The
Auxiliaries in Australia raised 14,705, and in New Zealand

4,742 (in addition to clearing the new Bible House at Wellington
from debt). From South America we have received 987. The
Canadian Bible Society raised altogether over 79,000, and after

defraying the cost of Bible work in the Dominion, sent to London
the record contribution of 20,508.
The Society's receipts through normal channels for 1921-22

rose to the total of 394,230, a figure which is 18,702 above
the corresponding receipts for 1920-21, and surpasses the ordi

nary income previously recorded for any year in the Society's

history.

Thus, the Society's REVENUE last year rose to 394,230, while

its EXPENDITURE was reduced to 382,265 : this leaves a balance

of 11,965 on the year's working.
Most thankfully we acknowledge this splendid response to the

urgent appeal which the Committee sent out in the autumn of

1921 for 75,000 additional income. In May, 1921, a few generous
friends offered 8,000, on condition that others would con

tribute an equal sum, either in new annual subscriptions or

by the increase of existing subscriptions, before the close of our

financial year. That challenge has been amply secured. We
owe a peculiar debt of gratitude to thousands of lady collectors,

both at home and overseas. In time of need the Bible Society
has not been deserted by lovers of the Bible.

Obituary.
Since the Society's annual meeting in 1921, death has removed

no fewer than fourteen of its Vice-Presidents :

The Earl of Halsbury ; Aid. Sir Joseph Savory, Bart. ;

Bishop Jayne, D.D.
; the Rev. J. Monro Gibson, D.D. ; Robert

Barclay, Esq. ; Charles Finch Foster, Esq. ; Sir A. Hargreaves
Brown, Bart. ; the Rev. Principal Forsyth, D.D. ; Bishop
Macarthur, D.D. ; Sir George Smith ; Viscount Bryce, O.M. ;

Sir Alfred W. W. Dale, LL.D. ; Sir J. D. McClure, LL.D. ; Sir

Alfred Pearce Gould, K.C.V.O.
The death of Mr. Charles Finch Foster, of Cambridge, hae
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deprived the Society of a most generous friend. For twenty
years one of its Vice-Presidents, he had served since May, 1919,
as its Treasurer.

The Committee have also mourned the death of their senior

colleague, Colonel E. Swinton Skinner, of Blackheath.

The Staff.

The Rev. S. Nowell-Rostron, M.A., after serving for the last

four years as one of the principal secretaries of the Society,
has accepted the benefice of St. Matthew's, Bayswater. His
retirement fills the Committee and all his colleagues with deep
and sincere regret, and their earnest prayers and hopes follow

him in his new sphere of service.

The Society's new Home Superintendent, the Rev. A. D.

Henwood, M.A., vicar of Emmanuel Church, Weston-super-
Mare, began his duties at the Bible House last September as

successor to the Rev. H. A. Raynes.
The Rev. R. D. Canadine, M.A., who had been District

Secretary for the North Midlands since 1919, has now accepted
a chaplaincy in the Royal Navy. The Rev. T. A. Wolfendale,

M.A., who for the last seventeen years had been District Secretary
in charge of South-East Lancashire, is now transferred to the

North Midland district. The Rev. A. G. Williamson, M.A.,
senior curate of Attercliffe Parish Church, Sheffield, has been

appointed District Secretary to succeed Mr. Wolfendale.

The Rev. D. S. B. Joubert, B.A., B.D., acting under medical

advice, has resigned his post as secretary of the Cape Auxiliary.
The Rev. H. P. M. Steijn, of the Dutch Reformed Church, has
been appointed his successor.

The Rev. G. W. Sheppard, who has been for the last twenty-
three years a missionary of the United Methodist Church in

China, has been appointed to succeed the Rev. Dr. G. H. Bond-

field, when the latter retires from his position as secretary of

the Society's China agency. Mr. Sheppard cannot join the staff

until towards the end of 1922.

After twenty-one years of loyal and valued service Mr. T. D.

Begg has resigned his post as assistant at Shanghai.
Mr. W. H. Cummin, who has been since 1919 the Society's

assistant-agent at Bagdad, is now transferred to Egypt.
Mr. A. Lawrence, who has done twenty years devoted service

as sub-agent in Japan, has removed to Australia, and is now

appointed deputation-assistant in the State of Victoria.
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Mr. James Miller Fotheringham, who was appointed the

Society's sub-agent at Barranquilla in October, 1920, died of

typhoid at Caracas in July, 1921.

Several veteran servants of the Society have passed away
since its last annual meeting including the Rev. S. W. Organe,

secretary of the Madras Auxiliary from 1875 to 1907 ; the

Rev. F. D. Thompson, M.A., District Secretary from 1876 to

1905 ; and Mr. R. F. Crosland, J.P., F.R.G.S., Assistant Dis

trict Secretary in Yorkshire from 1897 to 1915.
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THE BIBLE SOCIETY EECEIVED FOB ITS GENERAL
FUND DUEING THE YEAR ENDING MARCH 31sT, 1922:

From sales of the Scriptures issued from the

Bible House, London, to trade depots,

Auxiliaries, missionary societies, etc. ... ,71,985

From sales of the Scriptures abroad 71,453

From sales of magazines

Subscriptions, donations, etc., paid at the Bible

House, London ...

Contributed by Auxiliaries at home

Contributed abroad

Legacies

Transferred from the Legacy Equalization

Fund

Dividends

-j143,438

2,194

49,544

90,524

55,650

47,402

1,778

49,180

3,700

TOTAL RECEIPTS JE394,230
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THE BIBLE SOCIETY EXPENDED FROM ITS GENERAL
FUND DURING THE YEAR ENDING MARCH 31sT, 1922 :

Translating, revising, printing, and binding

the Scriptures 196,165

Freight and carriage of the Scriptures ... 17,605

Warehouses, depots, and sub-depots at home and abroad

Maintaining colporteurs and Biblewomen

Salaries and travelling expenses of Secretaries and

Sub-agents abroad

Bible House administration, salaries, repairs, rates,

taxes, insurance, postage, interest, etc

Home Organization staff, including District Secre

taries and Publicity expenses ...

Reports, magazines, and other literature

Allowances to old and disabled servants

213,770

39,873

44,374

34,032

17,310

18,588

8,360

5,958

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 382,265

The above statement is a summary of the Cash Account (published
in detail in the Annual Report), which has been audited by Messrs.

J. and A. \V. Sully & Co., Chartered Accountants.
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